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Situated about one mile west of the village of West Milton, Ohio is a beautiful woodlot containing ten acres, more or less. About five years ago Brother and Sister Harvey W.
Hoke felt a Divine leading to offer five acres of this wood-lot to the Brethren in Christ
Church for a "Memorial Holiness Camp Ground." (The other five acres were formally
given to the camp Sunday, August 24, 1947.) The Church accepted their gracious gift and
proceeded to develop the camp. Sunday, August 17, 1947 marked the opening of the fourth
annual Camp-meeting. With the Holy Spirit's leadership and a great spirit of team work
among the constituency, the proportions of development have far exceeded the best expectations of everyone.
Not least among the adequate facilities is the 40x80 Tabernacle that was dedicated to
God Sunday afternoon, August 17th, free of any encumbrance. The people had a mind to
pray, give and work—"Sacrifice in Christianity guarantees growth in the Christian Church."
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E V A N G E L I C A L

September 22, 1947

V I S I T O R

To Hear All God Commands
A Dedication
Dedication Sermon delivered at the dedication of the Memorial Holiness Camp,
West Milton, Ohio, by Bishop Charlie B.
Byers, Sunday Aug. 17, .1947.
I felt the Lord would have me speak in
this dedication service today at this Memorial Holiness Camp Meeting, from a portion of scripture found in the tenth chapter of Acts. The words of our text are
found in this thirty-third verse: "Now
therefore, are we all here present before
God to hear all things that are commanded
thee of God" with emphasis on the latter
portion, "to hear all things that are commanded thee of God."
From time immemorial, men have practiced the erection of pillars and stones and
buildings and tabernacles and then had a
dedication service for them. Just go back
in the old Testament and get a little bit
of history, and you'll read of many cases
where men dedicated a stone or pillar or
vessels. An example is that magnificent
temple planned by David and erected by
Solomon that took them nearly ha-lf a century to build. Finally the day came when
that fine temple (one of the seven wonders
of the then known world), was to be dedicated. It must have been a glorious scene
to witness on that dedication day. The
Queen of Sheba came up to see Solomon
a little later and brought spices and a lot
of gold and silver and precious things
along. And when she beheld that magnificent temple and its beauty and saw the
men go up to the temple and perform the
duties of the Lord and the oxen and beasts
and fatlings being slain until the meanest
servant in all the household was filled with
satisfaction, there was no more spirit left
within her.
Then I look back and remember when
that temple was ready to be dedicated. It
must have been a grand sight to behold
the men singers and maid singers—probably one chorus answering back to another
chorus, the Levites standing ready, to perform, and the hight priests robed in their
costly apparel, and then Solomon lifting
up his hands and praying. It must have
been a glorious time when God's Shekinah
rested on the tabernacle and temple. It
was right and fitting that they should dedicate it. The things we dedicate at the
altar are no longer ours; they are God's,
and God holds us directly responsible for
how we use them. Whether it's our body,
whether it's our goods, whether it's our
buildings, when once placed on the altar
for sacrifice or service by the child of God,
from that day we're directly responsible
to God as to how we use those things.
We're thinking particularly this Campmeeting day of perpetuating the faith of

Sermon

our fathers. Their invincible spirit puts
most of us to shame. I think of one of
our forefathers that would get on his horse
and ride for five hundred miles to preach
the gospel truth. Amid pouring rain that
filled even his boots to overflowing, this
dauntless man of God pursued His calling
as a gospel minister. May God help us
to have that kind of spirit!
We need more men like Paul. On the
road to Damascus he was enraged against
God's people so much that he persecuted
them in strange cities. That man whose
spirit was honest in a sense, said, "Lord,
what wilt Thou have me to d o ? " May God
help us to have the spirit that will say,
"Speak, Lord, for Thy servant heareth,"
or "Lord, what wilt Thou have me to d o ? "
Old Brother Cornelius, that man we read
about here, had a revelation from God. He
sent for Peter and said, "Now, you've done
well that you've come, and we're here to
know all the Lord hath commanded thee
to say." It is my wish that this tabernacle
will be a place where people will come
to hear all God has to ,say. I trust those
in attendance here from time to time will
be like the crowd gathered around Joshua
when he called Israel about him and recounted the mercies of God. Hear him say
"Make up your mind what you're going to
do about it. I've made up my mind that
come what may, I'm going to serve God."
They replied "We will serve the Lord."
May our continual response be the same
as their pledge, namely, "We will serve the
Lord."
We want to recapture the faith our forefathers had. Yes, we want to ' maintain
that faith that wrought righteousness, that
subdued kingdoms, that stopped the
mouths of lions and raised the dead and
would not accept deliverance. We often
go over those phrases but do not notice
that little insertion that they would not
accept deliverance but rather looked for
a better resurrection. What do I mean to
say? These men, when they didn't accept
deliverance, were so consecrated to God
that they were determined not to back
down even though it meant hardship and
persecution.
Then too I believe there will be a group
of lay members that will love good oldfashioned holiness preaching enough that
there's always going to be a crowd here.
Do you know what makes a good camp
meeting? When you have a crowd saying,
"Amen, preacher. If it hits me, I'll get
out of your way. We're here to hear all
God has to say." I'd like us to hand down
a doctrine not stained. I'd like us to hand
down a doctrine that will save the soul
and deliver from sin and one that's a cure
for all the ills of the rotten society round

about us. In the first place, we must perpetuate a doctrine and gospel that's the
power of God unto Salvation to everyone
that believeth, to the Jew first and also
to the Greek—perpetuate a doctrine of the
power of God unto salvation. That's exactly what I mean—a gospel that has
power and saves the soul and transforms
men from sin—that brings them out of the
kingdom of darkness to the kingdom of
the Lord Jesus Christ—the power Philip
had when he went down to Samaria where
were all those people that had been deceived by the sorcerer. Philip went down
to that city and there was such a confession of sorcery and sin in that place and
such a radical change, that my Bible says
there was great joy in the city. Have you
ever known it to fail? When God comes,
there's great joy. It's the same in Ohio
as it was in Samaria. It's the same in any
city when God comes.
I further believe that where there is
great joy it will be marked by holy demonstration by the people of God. I don't
mean to say that you have to jump up and
shout when I do and raise your hand when
I do and get blest when I do. Our fathers
preached an old-fashioned gospel that
wrought miracles in the soul so that the
people got blest under the ministry of
God's word.. And God's people still do
when they hear a gospel that has power
back of it. To perpetuate the faith of our
fathers means we'll have to preach a death
to self and carnality and the sanctification
of the believer that slays the old man of
sin and crucifies the old nature—makes
the heart pure and takes you through .the
refining fire and rubs off the edges and
still you can say, "Go on, Lord."
Our fathers had a different way of life
from the world around them. They looked at things differently than the modern
society round about them. It grieves my
soul when I see a departure from our fathers' faith. "I don't mean we cannot have
niodern farm machinery or a church program that's adequate to meet the needs of
our boys and girls. But our father' ideals
and social relations and faith were different from the world. It was relatively easy
for them to live separate from the world,
because they had a way of life that made
them different from those around them.
A friend of mine during World War two
had a unique experience in the city of
New York. I. was sitting one day in a
Pullman and he told me of meetihg a
prominent Washington official. He said, " I
had gone off to New York on business,
and I wanted to get my dinner. So I walked down the street and saw a large restau(Continued on page, six)
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Spiritual Fervency

Editorial
These three letters have come to be
serious call letters in the American
way of life. The dreaded monster
that drove a peace-loving people
from Europe seems to have leaped
across the ocean boundaries and is
threatening our generally accepted
and appreciated way of life.
Universal Military Training is certainly
not as much a dead issue as some of us
might have hoped. It is true—dreamed
about world peace has certainly not been
the product of World War II. Apprehension, suspicion and mistrust engulf the
globe from center to circumference. Philosophy now says, "if they fear us, they will
behave themselves. Let's make ourselves
strong with defense." PEACE is not a product of force—never was and never will
be.

U
M
T

We listen with our spirit to the Voice of
the past who then predicted the day of
wars and RUMORS of wars. Uneasiness
will mark the closing days of time. While
speeding toward the consummation of all

things, would it not be wise for the Christian Church to adopt an intense forwardlooking program. While countries prepare for further devastation and destruction,1 let the Christian church redouble her
efforts in the program of Salvation and
personal Regeneration of the hearts and
lives of men.
Let's counterbalance U. M. T. with I.
M. A. While the treads of Satan and his
forces are getting louder and faster, this
is certainly no time to slacken our pace.
If every Sunday-school, every Church,
every Mission area will, under the blessing
of God, promote INTENSE MISSIONARY
ACTIVITY, we will serve our nation the
best it can be served. It will be a service
that rebuilds broken homes, establishes a
new respect for Holy things and sacred
values, and utilizes the great energy, activity and strength of our Christian youth.
Remember, if we are faithful, down the
way our Commander-in-Chief, the Prince
of Peace, will be waiting to issue words,
"well done."—/. N. H.

"The Riches of Faith"
In James 2:5 we read of a group of people who are "rich in faith." The World
War from which we have recently emerged
has almost bankrupted our world. Nations
are making frantic efforts to establish and
maintain international credits while inflation continues to carry us to new high
levels, thus precipitating an unprecedented
economic crash. How stimulating to be
able to turn to riches that are enduring—
the riches of faith.
These riches provide us with exceptionally fine clothing. Faith arrays the soul
in the exclusive garments of salvation and
covers it with the robe of righteousness.
Our garments are wrought with fine needlework.
As for adornments the child of faith can
display evidences of wealth. The ornament of a meek and quiet spirit we are
told is in the sight of God a great price.
He bestows such gracious excellencies of
character and splendid principles of action which constitute true spiritual beauty.
God said to his ancient people, "I will
deck thee also with ornaments and I will
put bracelets upon thy hands and a chain
about thy neck and I will put a ring upon
thy.forehead and earrings upon thine ears
and a beautiful crown upon thy brow."
How beautiful to behold people whose
humility sparkles and whose unselfishness
makes them attractive. Holiness of heart
and life add colour to the Christian profession.

URING these days of spiritual apostasy
our minds should be directed to the
words of Holy Writ as recorded in Romans 12:11 (revised version): "In diligence not slothful; fervent in spirit; serving the Lord."
More and more our leaders are stressing
the necessity of education. The whole
plan of indoctrination stresses the value
of having an intellectual knowledge of
the Bible. Our Church schools on the
other hand, seem to stress the need of
secular subjects and little by little, less
BiBle is being required for graduation in
the regular academic courses.
In order for us as a denomination to
keep our spiritual fervency, our burning
enthusiasm for Christ and the Church
there are certain things which are very essential. In the first place the clause introducing the words "fervent in spirit"
must not be forgotten. "In diligence not
slothful." How many there are who in
their zeal to propagate what they consider
"fundamental doctrine" fail to give diligence to "show themselves approved unto
God." A sincere Christian can never be
slothful, sluggish or indolent in his watchfulness of his life. Christ did not say:
"By their doctrine ye shall know them"
but "By their fruits (their actions or conduct) ye shall know them."
In the second place our practices must
conform to our doctrine, teaching or beliefs. We dare not be pre-millennialist in
theory and the opposite in policy. We
dare not be non-combatant in teaching and
partisans in politics. We dare not be separatists in ideas and members of all types
of unions and co-operatives in business.
For things of this nature just do not mix
and make sense. Men who do these things
may confess spiritual fervency but it is a
feigned profession.
In the third place we need to hold fast
to sound words and righteous living
through evil report as well as good. We
must maintain our standard of Bible living in adversity as well as in prosperity.
Fervent means "burning, glowing, boiling
over." Jesus said: "Let your light so shine
before men that they may see your good
works and thereby glorify your father who
is in heaven." The world is filled with enthusiasts but how many spiritual enthusiasts are there? The admonition is to be
"fervent in spirit."
It has been said that "earnestness and
enthusiasm may be incomprehensible to
the world, but they are indispensible to
the true Christian." During these days
of change, for the changes are many, let us
seek to maintain our spiritual fervor regardless of what the adjustment may be.
Each age has its problems and we as a
Church must keep abreast to the times.
But more important than that is the need
of keeping and maintaining our fervent,

D

Inasmuch as rich people maintain a
well furnished table so those who are rich
in faith in Christ Jesus enjoy the rich products and rare delicacies of the celestial
city. They have meat to eat that the world
knows not of. Their soul is satisfied with
the fatness of Gbd's bounty, their communion is with the Father and with the
Son. Space would fail us to mention all
the elaborate things that belong to those
who are rich in faith even though they
may live in an humble cottage by the side
of the road. They can at the same time
through faith be living in a noble mansion with extensive grounds, well cultivated gardens, enjoying celestial real estate. Their friends are not the men of the
world but are those who have been born of
the same spirit and washed in the same
blood. Their retinue of servants are ministering spirits sent forth to minister to
those who shall be heirs of salvation. They
may not be attended by their fellow men,
for their position in this world may seem
too humble, but faith gives the rank in
the eyes of God and position in the minds
of those who are spiritually minded. Faith
gives them wealth that is substantial,
which doesn't fluctuate with a nervous
market, and it stands ever ready to satisfy
humanity's deepest need.
Let us then seek after and be eternally
grateful for the enduring riches of faith
that will abide when the world has been
dissolved with fervent heat.—E. J. S.
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widening spiritual vision along good old
Bible lines.
As we, The Brethren in Christ, widen
our borders and strengthen our holdings
let us give diligence to maintain our spiritual fervency, being careful to have that
poise of position which keeps the pendulum well balanced. Let us be neither
proselyters nor proselytes but let us with
spiritual fervency hold fast that form of
doctrine which was preached to us from
the beginning, both in theory and practice.—/. A. C.

Sleepy Congregations
The preacher is not always to blame for
the drowsiness of the people in his congregation. He ought to do his level best
to keep the people awake, but when he fails
he may fall back on history for consolation. Andrew Fuller while conducting a
service at Kettering noticed that some people were falling asleep. Pounding the pulpit he shouted: "What, asleep already; I
often fear that I preach you asleep, but the
fault cannot be mine to-day, for I have just
begun!" Paul was preaching at Troas. A
lad squeezed in, and with boyish agility
and boyish impudence swung himself up
into the window. Paul preached that night
for six hours! It is a good thing that he
does not preach in modern days, for congregations now begrudge a man thirty minutes. As Paul preached the poor lad in the
window fell asleep. Then came a lurch
and down he went into the courtyard below. He was taken up for dead, but Paul
restored him. He went back into the meeting, but, doubtless took a less conspicuous
seat for the rest of the service. Paul
preached on until morning. Now we would
not have our modern preachers follow the
example of Paul in preaching all night.
In the first place the modern preacher is
not likely to be as great a man as Paul, nor
as interesting a preacher as he was. In
the second place when the modern preacher causes the death of a boy by his preaching, he must remember that he has not the
power to restore him to life!—The Watchman-Examiner.

"Then said Jesus unto his disciples, If
any man will come after me, let him deny
himself and take up his cross, and follow
me" (Matt. 16:24).
There are no crown-wearers in heaven
who were not cross-bearers here below.
. . . Hast thou a cross, believer? Shoulder
it manfully! Up with it! Go along thy
journey with unshrinking footsteps and a
rejoicing heart, knowing that since it is
Christ's cross it must be an honor to carry
it; and that while you are bearing it, you
are in blessed company, for you are following Him.—Charles Haddon
Spurgeon.
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The Spiritual Damage Of Drink
George A.

Little

Excerpts from an address made at the
National Council on the New Approach to
the Alcohol Problem, at Nashville, TenSociety is working at cross purposes with
itself. Throughout this land, churches
have been built at great cost and sacrifice.
Yet the churches are outnumbered by
407,000 liquor outlets.
Nearly every value that the spiritual
agencies are trying to build up, the liquor
traffic succeeds in tearing down. We assemble statistics about the financial loss
of drink, arrests, accidents, dependents,
crime and deaths, but all too little attention is given to THE SPIRITUAL DAMAGE FROM DRINK.
The modern world is exposed to three
great dangers: atheistic communism, atomic warfare and beverage alcohol.
We are guarding against communism
and atomic bombs, but we are promoting
alcoholism.
Government is sharing in the profits. In
so doing the nation is sinning against light
and wronging its own soul.
It is neither good social engineering nor
Christian nation building.
. . . . Religion is a builder of personality.
Liquor is a destroyer of personality.
Every morgue has an alcoholic serial story
to tell.
The tragedy is seen at its worst, in the
inner damage to personality.
Alcohol is a brain drug and impairs the
control of the mind by which man worships and unfits him for fellowship with
God who is a Spirit.
Time is wasted in drinking.
Money is wasted on drink that could be
devoted to soul culture.
. . . Family religion suffers. Home harmony is turned into family friction.
. . . The name of Christ is taken in vain
rather than spoken in reverence.
The Beatitudes can neither be appreciated nor practiced by a person who is tipsy
and maudlin with drink.
. . . There is confused thinking.
The standard of values is lowered both
for personal ethics and social conduct.
Little dishonesties creep in.
Often a critical attitude develops a persecution complex, when under the influence
of liquor; manic-depression and sadistic
characteristics may appear.
. . . A sense of utter loneliness follows,
a sense of being deserted of God and man.
. . . The drink habit tends to take the
fine edge off reverence.
Christmas and Easter, the foremost

Christian festivals, are now the occasions
of heaviest drinking.
. . . The alcoholic may lose his health,
home, money, employment, self respect,
and friends, but often he loses his faith.
. . . The conscious contact with God is
lost.
. . . Alcohol all too often leads to degrading sin.
Gambling becomes associated with drinking.
-— Immorality is another attendant vice.
Prostitution thrives on drink; Venus and
Bacchus go hand in hand.
Or it may lead to crimes of violence.
Assaults of women, rape and murder are
frequently on oath attributed to drink.
Conscience is either deadened or is a
constant torturer.
. . . And then comes black remorse.
. . . Liquor comes between the drinker
and his Bible.
. . . All that the Bible teaches about the
Kingdom of God, the Good Society on
earth, the drink habit negates.
The chief symbol of our religion, the
Cross, stands for disciplined, sacrificial
service, and drink leads to degrading selfindulgence.
All the warnings in the Old and New
Testaments are against beer and wine;
50 per cent proof was not recommended to
Timothy nor served at Cana of Galilee.
. . . . . The Parables of Jesus present a
positive philosophy. Life is likened to a
banquet at which we are the guests of
God. There is a cluster of redemptive
parables, the Good Samaritan, the Good
Shepherd and the Prodigal Son.
The liquor habit is always the far country for the Prodigal Son, nowadays for
his sister also.
The Last Judgment has its prelude here
and now for the liquor habit automatically
fixes character and decides destiny.
It is more than an epigram, it is a demonstrated fact that if the churches do not
empty the saloons, the saloons will deplete
the churches,—the church and saloon can
never be partners, they keep step to different drummers.
One church has sought to put an end to
compromise and in its highest official court
has agreed to request of its members:
1. That the liquor question be regarded
as a moral problem.
2. That all church members voluntarily
be total abstainers.
3. That hosts and hostesses do not serve
liquor socially.
4. That no member of the church invest
in liquor stock.
5. That every church member actively
engage in temperance education.Is that too high a standard to ask of
Christian people?—Gospel Banner
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R. CLARENCE

E.

MACARTNEY

records

one of his experiences on a summer
trip to the Pacific Coast. He was in a
strange city seeking a church in which to
worship Sunday morning. He came to a
beautiful structure which bore the name
of the Norwegian Lutheran Church. He
arrived just in time to hear the concluding
part of the sermon. The closing hymn
was sung to the music of Luther's great
hymn, "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God."
But the words of the hymn were these:
"God's Word is our great heritage,
And shall be ours forever;
To spread its light from age to age
Shall be our chief endeavor.
Through life it guides our way,
In death it is our stay.
Lord grant while worlds endure,
We keep its teachings pure
Throughout all generations."
At the close of the singing of this hymn,

How Much Is A Billion Dollars?
H. W.
How much do we spend when we spend
eight billion for drink? In these days of
abismal calculations and stratospheric appropriations one naturally wonders just
what a billion is. To say that last year
the American people spent EIGHT BILLION dollars for intoxicating liquors does
not mean anything to the average person,
except that he knows that the saloon keeper has his money and he has the headaches.
But just to add some more words to the
question, let us suppose a person started
counting, one, two, three, and so on to
ninety eight, ninety nine, one hundred;
and then repeat this process at the rate of
two hundred a minute, and keep it up for
eight hours a day, it would take him ten
and one-half days to count only a million.
But this is only a million. A Billion is
a Thousand times a million. So we will
have to repeat the process a thousand
times. So, at the rate of two hundred a
minute, eight hours a day, and six days a
week it would take twenty eight and one
half years to pour two hundred gallons a
minute into the wine barrel. And to dump
EIGHT BILLION dollars into this cesspool of drunkenness, vice, and crime it
would take two hundred and sixty years.
Hold everything! This calculating is
getting beyond control. This is away beyond any human life. This would take us
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Acts where the early church began to organize a relief and service committee to
take care of the poor and neglected. Certainly, this has its place in the program of
>> the church. But will you note with what
jealous care they guarded the ministry of
the Word. Let me read several verses from
this 6th chapter of Acts, "It is not reason
Dr. Macartney made this comment, "I that we should leave the Word of God,
said to myself, That is all that the Church and serve tables. Wherefore brethren look
has, God's Word; that is our great herit- ye out seven men of honest report, full of
age; that is all that man has to guide him the Holy Ghost and wisdom, whom we
in life and stay him in death; and to may appoint over this business." Now
spread that Word throughout the world notice this statement, "But we will give
unto all generations is all that Christ has ourselves continually to prayer, and to the
ministry of the Word. And the saying
given His Church to do in this world."
It seems to me this conviction of Dr. pleased the whole multitude. And the
Macartney expresses the heart desire of Word of God increased; and the number
Jesus when he gave his farewell address to of the disciples multiplied in Jerusalem
His followers as He departed from them greatly; and a great company of the
on Mt. Olivet. For when Jesus left his priests were obedient to the faith."
disciples over 1900 years ago He turned
According to this first century church
to them and said in words something like the way to increase your church memberthis, "There is just one thing I want you to ship is by the preaching of the Word of
do, I want you to give my gospel to the God under the anointing of the Holy
entire world. That is your task."
Spirit backed with prayer and faith.
In a similar fashion, we find the AposAs one reads the Book of Acts it is
readily seen that the early church gave tle Paul exhorting his son Timothy, "I
herself to this task of teaching and preach- charge thee therefore before God, and the
ing the Word of God unstintingly. Take Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the
this reference found in the 6th chapter of quick and the dead at his appearing and
his kingdom; preach the word; be instant
in season, out of season, reprove, rebuke,
exhort with all long suffering and doctrine. For the time will come when they
will not endure sound doctrine; but after
their own lusts shall they heap to themBuckwalter
selves teachers, having itching ears, and
back to 1679, a hundred years before our they shall .turn away their ears from the
nation was born. So we must speed up the truth, and shall be turned unto fables."
rate so we can dispose of this staggering
From these quotations and many others
sum in one year. We will have to speed
which could be given, it is clearly seen,
up the spending machinery and run it at a
that the early church did not only highly
terrific speed twenty four hours a day and
respect the Bible but gave it priority in
no time out for Sundays or holidays at the
the program of the church, and that it was
deafening pitch of over $15,000 a minute.
preached without fear or favor.
That is how we, enlightened ( ? ) America,
We agree with Oswald J. Smith in a
spent EIGHT BILLION dollars last year
recent
message of his, where he said, "We
to pour liquid hell down our throats.
are not responsible for what the genera, So there went our astronomical Billions tion which preceded us failed to do; nor
and we do not know any more than we are we responsible for what that which
did before, except that we, of the Life follows may not do, but we are responsiLine Gospel Mission, have seen how it en- ble to God for what we do at this great
rages women to knock men down on the task of evangelizing the world, or fail to
sidewalk, bloody men's heads and noses, do in the generation in which we live."
Whether we like it or not, we believe
anger men to knock women down into the
gutter, blast up homes, ruin businesses, every generation bequeaths a legacy to the
blight careers, ruin manhood, corrupt wo- following generation for good or for ill.
manhood, worry the police, annoy the Fire Let one generation become careless about
Department, disgrace our city, dethrone reading the Bible and practicing its prereason, and damns men's souls in hell. cepts; the next generation will become
But these are things that we cannot cal- careless about church worship and church
culate on that Billion Dollar balance attendance; but the third generation will
sheet. These are things that won't work not only do away with the Bible and the
Church, but will have little or nothing to
on any adding machine, nor can we fit
do with God. A generation of delinquent
them into mathematics. These are moral
youth. It has been said that before there
and spiritual realities and are measured in is a delinquent youth there are delinquent
terms of the heart and soul. These are the parents.
things that make life worth while, or useI am simply saying this, a consistent
less. What will we do about it?
and conscientious reading and teaching of

"The Place Of The Bible
In The Church
Jesse F. Lady
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the Bible go hand in hand with regular
church attendance. Of course it is understood that neither of these will be effective
if there is not a right relationship in the
heart with the Lord Jesus Christ as your
Saviour and Lord.
May God help us to be faithful in
preaching and teaching the whole counsel
of God which has been entrusted to the
Church, and may we support the church
with our regular attendance and by worshipping God our Father in Spirit and in
truth and in the beauty of holiness is my
prayer.

Dedication
(Continued from page two)
rant that was pretty well filled. I entered
and stood in the corner a little while, and
finally I saw a table with just one man sitting at it and room for another. I walked
over to him and said, "Sir, may I share
this table with y o u ? " "Very well," he replied.
The waiter brought my dinner and as
we ate, I ventured into conversation with
him. It drifted on to what would happen
to a man who didn't go to war. .This man
seemed crude and said, "Oh, churches
don't mean a thing here. These fine
churches might as well be torn down and
parking lots made out of the space. They
have only a few people present on Sunday
nights."
"But wait a minute," I said. " I was to
a church on this past Sunday night. It
was a rainy Sunday night and a large
church. That church was filled with people. I saw it with my own eyes. And this
man said, 'Oh, well, my friend, evidently
that was those plain people or Mennonite
people in Lancaster County. I wasn't
talking about that crowd of people. They
don't look at things like the rest of us."
This friend of mine said to the man,
"But what do you think is going to happen
to that crowd that won't go to w a r ? "
"Oh," he said, "they'll be taken care of.
They don't belong in the army." Hear it
my dear ones, "Christians have a different
way of life."
I close by saying, let this tabernacle be a
beacon on the shore, a stream in the desert,
the shadow of a great rock in a weary
land.
May the ministers who stand on this
rostrum not fail to declare the truth of
of God and always have a "Thus said the
Lord" even though it means they face
Ahabs and Jezebels who oppose righteousness. May they be true so that succeeding
generations may know and enjoy this gospel. May hell be made poorer and heaven
be made richer and the church and its
kingdom be enlarged and God's people
say, "We are here to hear all that God has
to say."
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Evangelism-TheChief
Task
Of The Church
E. W. Mills
VANGELISM is the main line traffic of the
Christian Church. It is a fundamental
necessity to the continuance of the Kingdom of Christ. It is the natural fruit of
the Church's spiritual fellowship with her
risen Lord. It is the one passion that turns
her from a moral saunterer into a spiritual
crusader.
There are many demands on the Church
to contribute to the pressing needs of the
hour. With unlimited resources she can
afford to be generous in her responses. But
she must never allow the secondary to displace the primary. She must not offer her
burnt offerings on every wayside altar.
We Christians must not walk in byways,
and leave the highways unoccupied. We
must not wander from the orbit of God's
redemptive purpose. We must not forget
the majesty of our mission. We must
spend our enthusiasms upon things of
prime importance. We must reserve our
energies for the highest service.
There must be no dissipation of fine
powers upon unworthy objects. We must
be guided, not by the passing whim of the
man-in-the-street, but by the Eternal Word
of the Christ-on-the-Throne Our motives
must match the splendor of our mission.
Our activities must harmonize With the
glory (of our adventure.
I sometimes think we need to recover
the sense of mission in our churches. For
where there is no clear objective, holy
energies are wasted. We have movement
without progrss. We have activity without achievement.
Our big task is not build defence forts,
but to capture territory, and not to erect
ramparts for our security, but to move forward to conquest. I sometimes think we
are too busy about little things. We need
to march in larger orbits. In many things
we are shore-huggers and Christ is saying
to us, "Launch out into the deep."
When the grandson of the first General
Booth saw a picture of the Army leader
in a boat on the sea of struggling humanity, the boy's question was, "Is Granddad
shaking hands with the p e o p l e ? "
And sometimes I think that is what we
are doing. We touch sinners without gripping them. We elicit their patronage instead of challenging them to surrender to
Christ. Their thoughts center around us
rather than around our Lord. We give
them a friendly cheer instead of offering
them a friendly Christ.
We must read anew the terms of the
Divine Commission. We must read until
the heart burns and the purpose becomes
a passion. We must read our order-sheet

E

in the light of the Cross.
We must hear our Lord say again, " I
thirst." Then with speedier feet and more
concentrated thought shall we seek to
bring the cup of new allegiances to the
Saviour. We shall turn from all other
allurements. We shall remember that our
big mission is to satisfy Him, in His thirst
for world-Empire.
Evangelism is the one justification for
Christians remaining in this world. Otherwise it would be much safer for people to
be taken to glory as soon as they are converted. Disciples are left in the world
mainly that through them the world may
believe in our life-giving Saviour.
The key phrase in John 17 is, "That
the world may believe that Thou hast sent
me." "I have manifested Thy Name unto
the men which Thou gavest me." . . .
"That the world may believe that Thou
has sent me." "I kept them in Thy Name."
. . . "I pray not that Thou shouldest take
them out of the world." . . . "Sanctify
them through Thy truth." . . . "The glory
which Thou gavest me, I have given
them." "That the world may believe that
Thou has sent me."
The personal endowment is for the social enrichment of others. In the heart of
every conversion there is to be found a
great commission. Christ in me must be
followed by Christ through me. Salvation
is not a terminus, but a thoroughfare. A
religion that is not diffusive speedily becomes corrupt. The law of Christ's Kingdom is the law of beneficence. Failure to
function may issue in a lost capacity.
Physically, the cessation of circulation
is the harbinger of death. And the principle operates in economics, in morals,
and in religion. We need to guard against
the peril of a choked intake. God's ships
only came in at open ports. A traveller has
told us that, "No land is better provided
with rivers than Borneo, but the majority
of them are not navigable for boats of any
size owing to the formidable bars at their
mouths."
And it may be that God's fleet of ocean
liners freighted with grace and power
waits to enrich the entire inland of the
personality, but there is no holy commerce along the rivers because of some
bar at the mouths. Our spiritual experience is limited because of the choked intake.
And so the outgo is affected. For a
poor experience will never issue in a rich
evangelism. Our enthusiasms are spent
on the things that are focal, not on those
that are marginal. Whenever the Gospel
is central in thought and worth the disciple is enthusiastic about its proclama-
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Have Waited So Long
W. 0.

Winger

As the missionary preaches to the heathen the hardest question to answer is, well
missionary if all you say it true, namely
that through Christ is the only way of
salvation, and only through the Name of
Him who said, "One soul is worth more
than the whole world," can salvation be
realized, what caused you to wait so long?
Is all true you say about your Christ, and
on leaving this world did he tell you, "Go
ye therefore and teach all Nations, etc?"
You claim authority from the Prophets,
John the Baptist, Christ and the Apostles
to say, "Repent ye for the Kingdom of
Heaven is at hand." Since this message
was given some 1900 years ago, why has
it taken all this time to reach us? Didn't
your Christ say, "Pray ye therefore the
Lord of the harvest, that he will send
fourth labourers into his harvest." Why
such small results?
There was a time when we possibly
could excuse our holding back. We feared
to enter these unexplored places, full of
disease and hostile Natives. We wondered
if it was worth the sacrifice; but today
we are compassed with a great cloud of
tion. But when it is marginal, merely one
of many interests, the disciple is hesitant
and lethargic.
The true watchwords of Christianity are
admit and transmit. "I will bless thee . . .
thou shalt be a blessing." E. Stanley
Jones, in The Christ at the Round Table,
tells how at a conference an Indian rose
to tell of what Christ meant to him. This
was his testimony:
"Religion can be summed up in
three simple words,1 GET—GROW—
GIVE. I got from Christ all that I
have and am. But it is not a static
redemption I have received, for I find
that my life is growing in moral victory and in fellowship with my Master. And I find that I have something to give to others. The wonder
of it is that I who had nothing, have
something to share."
"Not a static redemption" . . . Something to share." And Jesus said, "He that
believeth on Me, out of him shall flow
rivers of living water."
The world is suffering from a moral
drought. Evangelism means irrigation.
Every Christian a health center. Every
Church a center of vitalizing ministries.
Through human lips and lives the lifeforce of the Gospel is to resist the deathforce of sin. "Something to share," said
this Indian Christian. And the thought
thrilled him. It filled him with wonder.
It turned life into a romance.
Identification with Christ is not possible

v/itnesses. The clarion call comes from
many over-burdened workers for help, the
fields are open. There is nothing to fear.
Our blessed Gospel transforms, and saves
the heathen. They call "Come over and
help us; send us men."
That noble Emancipator got results at
Gettysburg, when his people caught the
vision, as to whether they or any nation,
so conceived and so dedicated, can long
endure. Slavery was abolished. In the
past missionaries pioneered, sometimes
through pain, sickness, and death. Today
the explorer, hunter, and soldiers with
mechanical conveyances have entered those
dark places. Can we do less than follow?
Can we not through united prayer rouse
the people to see, that Christianity is at
the crossroads, being tested, whether the
professing Church, our Beloved Church,
so conceived and so dedicated, through
and to our Christ, can long endure? Does
not Mark 8:35, refer to the church as well
as to the individual? "For whosoever will
save his life shall lose it, but whosoever
shall lose his life for my sake and the
Gospel the same shall save it. Freely ye
have received freely give."
without participation in His Passion. If
His mind, in any real sense, dwells in us,
then we take on the colour of His thoughts;
we feel the surge of His emotions; we
adjust our way of living to His standards;
we accept His scale of values; His interpretations of life, of duty and of service.
And let the word sink deep into our
minds: "If any man have not the Spirit
of Christ he is none of His." We are not
linked to Christ by a label, but by a life.
The union is not mechanical, it is mystical.
All attempts to define the "Spirit of
Christ" must be sadly inadequate.
Dr. Cairns says that Christ's central
secret was His enthusiasm for God. Seeley
says that Christ's axial thought was His
enthusiasm for humanity. In a sense the
two are one. If we would bear His Name
we must share His Spirit.
The Holy Nun is urging Galahad to fit
himself for the vision of the Holy Grail:
"And as she spake
She sent the deathless passion in her
eyes
Thro' him, and made him hers, and laid
her mind
On him and he believed in her belief."
Something like this happens when we
have the mind of Christ. The Saviour's
deathless passion is sent through us and it
makes us His. We are linked to Him by
a blood-red yoke. Then, like the Indian
Christian, we have "something to share."
Not just something that we ought to share,
but something we must share. For it is
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"Come and Welcome"
William

Wileman

Weary, laboring, anxious one,
Heavy-laden, sore distressed,
Jesus speaks in loving tone:
"Come, and I will give you rest."
Dost thou ask where Jesus dwells,
Full of grace and majesty?
Every word His mercy tells:
Longing sinner, Come and see.
Flttst thou heard His wondrous fame?
Found the falling crumbs so sweet?
As the queen of Sheba came,
Hungry sinner, Come and eat.
Does earth's beauty fade and fall?
Does thy spirit faint and sink?
Listen to His gracious call:
Thirsty sinner, Come and drink.
Dost thou long to hear His voice
Banish all Thy guilt and fear?
He will make thy heart rejoice:
Listening sinner, Come and hear.
Coming sinner, do not doubt;
There is still abundant room;
None shall ever be cast out:
Come and welcome, sinner, Come.
—Selected.
If you want to be strong in trial, don't
forget to'pray when you are prosperous.
t

**m

i

Some men are honest because they never
had a chance to steal anything.
If every member of the Church were a
cheerful giver, the devil would soon begin
to pull down his flag.
the passion of Redeeming Love. A love
that only lives by sharing.
Ian Maclaren once declared that by far
the finest peroration to any sermon he ever
heard was that of a Shropshire laborer,
who brought his simple and moving address to a close with these words:
"Friends, you may wonder why I am here
to preach when, after a hard week, I might
well have rested. This is the reason—-I
cannot eat my bread alone."
This is the experience that makes evangelism possible. "We have something to
share." EVANGELISM is the prayerful
and passionate proclamation, through the
lips and lives of regenerated men and women, of the good glad news of a physical,
mental, moral, and spiritual salvation provided by God Himself through the life,
death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus
Christ, and offered to all classes and conditions of men for their acceptance, without money and without price.—U. E. A.
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Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia,
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Wanezi Mission: Elder and Mrs. Albert Brenaman, Elder and Mrs. Arthur Climenhaga,
Miss Florence Hensel, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, So. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Macha Mission: Elder and Mrs. Bert Winger,
Miss Edna Lehman, Miss R u t h Hunt, Mrs.
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Rhodesia, South Africa.
Sikalongo Mission; Elder and Mrs. David
Climenhaga, Miss Anna Eyster, Miss Rhoda
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India
Saharsa: O. & T. Ry., Bhagalpur Dist., India.
Eld. and Sr. Wm. R. Hoke, Sr. Leora Yoder
Sr. Shirley Bitner and Sr. Annie Steckley.
Madhlpura Mission: Dauram, O. & T. Ry., India, Sr. Effie Rohrer and Sr. Beulah Arnold.
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tribenkganj via Supal, O. & T. Ry., India. Eld. and Sr. Allen
Buckwalter and Sr. Emma Rosenberger.
Mission House: Monghyr, E. I. Ry., India.
Eld. and Sr. George Paulus.
Missionaries on Furlough
Eld. Charles Engle, 660 E. Arrow Highway
Upland, Calif.
Miss Kathryn Wengert, R. 1., Jonestown, Pa.
Eld. & Mrs. Elmer Eyer, 579 Third Ave., Upland, Calif.
Sr. Emma Frey, 256 F. St., Upland, Calif.
.Sr. Anna R. Engle, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Sr. F. Mabel Frey, 256 F . St., Upland, Calif.
Eld. &. Sr. Roy H. Mann, Box -165, Mountville. Pa.
Sr. Elizabeth Engle. Bausman. Pa.
Bish. & Sr. A. D. M. Dick, 2001 Paxton St.,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, Shippensburg, Pa.
Eld. & Sr. W. O. Winger, Grantham, Pa.

HOME MISSIONS
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave.. Altoona,
Penna. (Residence—1009 Rose Hill Drive)
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley Street, Buffalo 13,
N. T., Phone GRant 7706, Arthur and Wilma
Musser; Anna Henry.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead Ave., Chicago,
111., Phone Wentworth 7122., Sarah Bert,
Supt. Emeritus; C. J. Carlson, Supt, and
Pastor; Avis Carlson; Alice K. Albright;
Anna Margaret Friesen; Ruth Hunsberger.
Christian Fellowship Mission, 1304 First St.
N. E., Massillon, Ohio; Phone 4169 Eli H.
and Lydia Hostetler; Doris Rohrer.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor Street, Dayton,
Ohio, William and Evelyn Engle, Mary
Brandt.
God's Love Mission, 1524 Third Ave., Detroit,
26, Michigan, Residence 3986-90 Humboldt
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Ave., Detroit 8, Telephone, Tyler 5-1470, Harry Hock, Supt; Catherine Hock; Edith Toder;
Mary Sentz; Leora Kanode.
Life Line Gospel Mission, 224 Sixth St., San
Francisco 3, Calif., Mission Home 311 Scott
St. Zone 17. Telephone, UNderhill 1-4820
Harry and Katie Buckwalter; Evelyn Frysinger.
Messiah Lighthouse Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Penna. Joel E. and Faithe Carlson; Anna Mary Royer; Anna E. Wolgemuth.
Phone 26488.
Orlando Mission, 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla.,
Telephone 4312, Charles and Myrtle Nye;
Docia Calhoun.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. Second Street,
Philadelphia, Penna. William and Anna
Rosenberry; Anita Brechbill; Alice Romberger.
Stowe Mission, Stowe, Pa., John A. and Emma L. Climenhaga; Ruth Keller.
Welland, 36 Elizabeth Street, E. Welland, Ont.,
Glenn and E r m a Diller; Pearl Jones. Phone
3192.

Rural Missions
Canoe Creek Mission, Hollldaysburg, Penna,
Hayden Walls, Pastor; Beulah Lehman,
Florence Faus.
Farmington, New Mexico, Lynn and Elinor
Nicholson; Rosa Eyster.
Houghton Mission, Tillsonburg, Ont., Phone—
Glen Meyer 22R14, Thomas Whiteside, Pastor; Myrtle and Ruth Steckley, Luella Heise.
Kentucky—Harold Wolgemuth, Supt.
Fairview (Ella, Ky.) Esther Ebersole; Esther Greenawalt.
Knifley (Knifley, Ky.) Irvin and Dorothy
Kanode; Mary Heisey, Nurse.
Nurse.
Garlin (Garlin, Ky.) Harold and Alice
Wolgemuth; Ida Lou Hane; Elizabeth
Hess, Nurse. (Imogene Snider, on leave of
absence for rest)
North Star Mission, Meath P a r k Station, Saskatchewan, Earl and Ellen Brechbill.
Carroll and Pulaski County, Allisonia, Virginia
Paul Wolgemuth, Supt., Ruth Wolgemuth;
Edith Davidson.
LOVE FEASTS
Kentucky Love Feasts
Fairview Church, Sat
Oct. 11
Grassy Springs, Sat. Eve
Nov. 8
Ohio Love Feasts
Dayton Mission, Sat. eve
Sept. 27
Pleasant Hill, Sat. & Sun
Oct. 11, .12
Beulah Chapel, Sat. & Sun
Oct. 25, 26
Chestnut Grove, Sat. & Sun
Nov. 1, 2
Valley Chapel, Sat. & Sun
Nov. 8, 9
Sippo Valley, Thanksgiving Meeting ....Nov. 27
Ontario Love Feasts
Welland, 3:00 P. M
Sept. 27-28
Waterloo, 2:00 P.M
Sept. 27-28
Clarence Center, 3:00 P. M
Oct. 4-5
Wainfleet, 1:30 P. M
Oct. 4-5
Markham, 10:00 A. M
Oct. 11-12
Howick 2:00 P. M
Oct. 18-19
Michigan Love Feasts
Leonard
Sept. 27-28
Gladwin
Oct. 4-5
Carland
„
Oct. 11-17
Merrill
Oct. 18-19
Mooretown, District Meeting and
Love Feast
Oct. 31, Nov 1, 2.
Pennsylvania Love Feasts
Antrim 10:00 A. M
Oct. 18, 19
Cedar Grove
Sept. 27-28
Graterford, 2:00 P. M
:
Oct. 25-26
Mt. Pleasant, evening
Nov. 29
Souderton, 2:00 P. M
Oct. 18-19
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RADIO BROADCASTS
W.M.P.C, Lapeer, Mich. 1260 Kcs.
F i r s t Thursday of every month
11:30 A. M.-12:30
Every Tuesday—transcription
3:30 P. M.-3:45
W.E.E.U., Reading, Pa. 850 Kcs.
Each Sunday
1:30 P. M. to 2:00
K.O.C.S., Ontario, Calif. 1510 Kcs.
Each Sunday
5:30 P. M. to 6:00
1 «»»

«

P. M.
P. M.
P. M.
P. M.
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EVANGELISTIC SLATE
Gladwin, Mich
Oct. 5 to 19
Evangelist, Donald Heer
Dayton Mission,' Ohio
Oct. 26 to Nov. 16
Evangelist, Donald Heer
Chestnut Grove, Ohio
Nov. 23 to Dec. 7
Evangelist, Donald Heer
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YOUTH CONFERENCE
A Youth Conference will be held at the
Cedar Grove Church, Pennsylvania, on October 12 and 13.
Speakers will include Eld. and Sr. Walter
0. Winger and Eld. Henry Ginder.
MISSIONARY CONFERENCES
A series of Missionary Conferences will be
conducted at the following churches on the
dates announced.
Mt. Pleasant Church, Rapho District, Pa.,
Nov. 1-5. Each evening and all day Sunday.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham District,
Pa., Nov. 15-19. Each evening and all day
Sunday.
Palmyra Church, Dauphin and Lebanon
District, Pa., Oct. 17-19.

» •—^ «

Births
ZOOK—Bro. and Sr. Paul Zook, Mt. Joy,
R. R. 2, Pa., announce the arrival of a daughter, Linda Jean, on August 28.
ERUBAKEE—A daughter, Martha Louise,
came into the home of Bro. and Sr. Menno
Brubaker, Elizabethtown, R. R. 3, Pa., on
Sept. 6.
S H A N T Z — M r . & Mrs. Mahlon Shantz
(Grace Graham), Waterloo, Ontario, are happy to announce the arrival of a son, Marvin
David, at the Kitchener-Waterloo Hospital on
September 3.
HOKE—A daughter, Myrna Fay, oame to
bless the home of Bro. and Sr. Howard Hoke
of Clayton, R. R., Ohio, on August .14.
HEISE—To Bro. and Sr. Russell Heise (nee
Rowena "Winger) on June 21, 1947, the gift of
a son, Kenneth Barry, a brother for David.
ENGLE—Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Engle, Abilene, Kan., are the parents of a son, Roy Leon,
born Sept. 5.

Weddings
BOPP-NOLAND—Remona Noland, daughter
of Bro. and Sr. Blwood Noland of Bnglewood,
Ohio was united in marriage to Herbert Ropp
of West Milton, Ohio on April 26, 1947.
H E B R - K H I E S L Y ^ O n Friday evening, June
-27 at 6:30 at the Highland Brethren in Christ
Church, West Milton, Ohio, Sr. Pauline Kniesly became the bride of Bro. Harold Herr.
Elder Jesse W . ' Hoover, uncle of the bride,
officiated.
We pray that the Lord's blessing may be
upon them through life.
MILLEB-KINZIE—On the evening of August 12, Bro. Nelson Miller, son of Rev. and
Mrs. Raymond Miller of Jonestown, Pa., and
Sr. Elizabeth Kinzie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Kinzie of Dayton, Ohio, were united in
marriage at the North Riverdale Brethren
Church.
A large group of relatives and friends witnessed the ceremony which was performed by
Eld. Wm. H. Engle, assisted by the groom's
father. May heaven's blessings attend their
journey through life.

Obituaries
KEAYBILL—Benjamin Nichols Kraybill.
son of Daniel Wayne and Mary Ann Kraybill,
was born in York County Pennsylvania, December 10, 18S0, and departed this life August
20, 1947 at the White Memorial Hospital, Los
Angeles, California at the age of 66 years 8
months and 10 days.
At the age of 3, he moved with his parents
to Hope, Kansas where they resided on a farm
for nine years. In the year of 1893 the family
moved to Custer County, Oklahoma, where he
has resided since. On December 24, 1911 he
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A WORD ABOUT THE FOREIGN
MISSIONARY BOOK

Special Service

In 1948 the Foreign Mission Board of
the Brethren in Christ Church will be observing the fiftieth anniversary of our foreign mission program.
For a number of years the Publication
Board in cooperation with the Foreign Mission Board planned to publish a book covering fifty years of mission enterprise.
The two writers who were chosen for this
task were, namely: Sr. Anna R. Engle for
Africa and Sr. Leoda Buckwalter for India.
However, Sr. Buckwalter resided for years
in the United States, whereas Bishop A. D.
M. Dick was in contact with the work
through the years up to the time of Sr.
Buckwalter's departure for the India Field.
We will not outline the details of the
book a t the present time, as this will appear in a later issue of the Evangelical
Visitor.
However, if any one of our constituency
has any important item or letter that he
feels would be advantageous in the initial
compilation of this work, the writers would
be interested in securing the same.
Please do not send any of the material
at the present time. Only write to the above
and they will send you word as to the suitability of the material.
We include the writers' names and addresses for your convenience. AFRICA—
Anna R. Engle, Messiah Bible College,
Grantham, Pa.; INDIA—Bishop A. D. M.
Dick, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, Pa.

"A Harvest Praise service will be held at
Mt. Pleasant Church, Lancaster County,
Saturday afternoon, September 20, at 1:30
o'clock. •

was united in marriage to Hattie Louise Redemske. To this union five sons and one
daughter were born.
Survivors include his devoted wife and companion, four sons; Benjamin Earl of Fresno,
California, Daniel Wayne of Downey, California, Paul Victor of Putman, Oklahoma, Jesse
Lei-toy of Hermosa Beach, California, one
daughter, Mrs. Clifford Jones of Cordell, Oklahoma, four sisters; Amanda Nissley of Pasadena, California, Anna Engle of Abilene, Kansas, Mayne Tingle of Pasadena, California and
Elizabeth Engle of Thomas; eight grandchildren and a host of other relatives and friends.
He was preceded in death by one son F i r s t
Lt. John Eber Kraybill, his parents and two
brothers.
At the age of 21 years he was converted to
God and became a member of the Brethren
in Christ Church. He soon became active in
the church as a Sunday school teacher, and
was Sunday school Superintendent for many
years. At the time of his death he was an
active member of the First Methodist Church
of Thomas serving as teacher of the Men's
Bible Class.
Brother Kraybill was a true and devoted
husband, a kind and loving father, a fine
neighbor and friend and will be greatly missed by all who knew him.
Funeral services were held a t Bethany
Church August 26, 1947, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Ministers in charge^were Rev. G. C. Hutchins
of the Methodist Church and P.i B. Friesen.
Interment at Bethany Cemetery.
STUMP—Joshua W. Stump was the son of
Jacob and Mary S. Stump, who were residents
of Elkhart County, Indiana. He was born
May 18, 1869, being the youngest child of his
parents family of four children. Their mother died at an early age, and Joshua was reared in the home of his grandmother. His father
remarried later, and Joshua had seventeen
half brothers and sisters.
Brother Stump was converted at the age of
twenty two, and was baptized and became a
member of the Brethren in Christ Church, in
Indiana. Soon after, he accompanied his uncle
—Bish. John A. Stump, on a trip to Northern
Ohio. Through contacts in church services
there, he became acquainted with Brother
Abram Engle, through whose urgent invitation, Brother Stump came to work in Southern
Ohio in the Spring of 1892, and lived in
Brother Engle's home.
While in Southern Ohio, Brother Stump became acquainted with Sister Anna Newcomer,
with whom he was united in marriage, Dec.
1, 1895. To this union were born two children—one son, Samuel and one daughter, Martha. The comforts of their home and their
parental love and care, were later also ex-

A Youth Conference will follow on Saturday evening and all day Sunday.
tended to two adopted daughters—Margaret
and Helen.
In 1908, Brother Stump returned to Indiana
with his family. In 1915, they removed to
Pa., where the family enjoyed residence and
school privileges at Grantham. They then
returned to Indiana for a few years—1917 to
1920. Later a call came for the family to
move to Morrison, Illinois, near their children.
Although Brother Stump had long been active
in Sunday School work in the Church, he felt
he did not want to go to Franklin Corners,
because it was revealed to him that he would
be called to the office of deacon, if he went.
However the decision was made to go, which
they did in 1920. E'er long, Brother Stump
was elected and ordained, and he served in
the office of deacon, the greater part of the
25 years he resided in Illinois. He also assisted actively in the orphanage work at Mt.
Carmel, serving as President of the Board of
Trustees for a number of years; and for five
years he personally supervised the agricultural activities of the Home, and helped to
clear it of debt.
Brother Stump enjoyed good health through
life in most respects, until he received a light
paralytic stroke in 1945. Thereafter, his
daughter and son-in-law, Brother and Sister
Irvin R. Hoover, arranged for them to move
to Pleasant Hill, Ohio, where they provided a
comfortable home for their declining y-ears.
Many have been their happy occasions and
contacts since. They celebrated their 50th
Wedding Anniversary, December 1, 1945.
Brother Stump's chief delights were to read
the Bible, and to attend the services of the
House of God; also to care for his garden,
which he did most energetically, even beyond
his declining strength., His 1947 garden was
one of the best in town. An especially warm
friendship existed between him and the late
Brother Jacob Paulus, because of kindred interests and fellowship. Brother Paulus took
them regularly to the 1946 Memorial Holiness
Camp meeting. Brother Stump enjoyed it so
much that he remarked, "Now I know why I
was to come to Ohio."
Even after his second stroke on July 23,
1947, as his ability to speak and swallow grew
less and less, he bore his difficulties patiently,
and manifested his Christian fortitude by
humming various hymns, including "Palms of
Victory." As he did so, he kept waving his
hand to express his inner joy. At 5:45 A. M.
Saturday morning, August 2, 1947, he peacefully passed to his reward, at the age of 78
years, 2 months and 15 days.
He leaves behind, for a little while: his
aged and cherished companion; one loved son,
Samuel, of Houston, Texas; a loyal daughterin-law, Almeda Stump; a devoted daughter
and son-in-law, Martha and Irvin R. Hoover,
of Ludlow Falls, Ohio; two adopted daughters:
Mrs. Thural Brehm of Hershey, Pa., and Mrs.
Elmer Varney of Dixon, 111.; eleven grandchildren; appreciative local Church congregations and many friends and acquaintances in
the communities where they have lived.
Funeral services were conducted on Monday,
August 4, 1947 at the home and at the Pleasant Hill Church, with Eld. Ohmer U. Herr in
charge, assisted by Bish. Wilber Snider, Rev.
Albert Cober from Franklin Corners, 111., and
Bish. W. H. Boyer. A Male Quartette sang.
Funeral text—Psalm 48:1, 13, 14, verses which
Bro. Stump had marked in his Bible. Interment was made in the Highland Cemetery.
LEHMAN—Ammon G. Lehman was born
April 8, 1888 and departed this life August
12, 1947, aged 59 years, 4 months and 4 days.
At 8:00 o'clock Tuesday morning Bro. Lehman
was stricken by a heart attack at his residence, 1135 W. Main Street, Palmyra, Pa. In
a very short time his spirit had taken its
flight.
He is survived by his wife, Viola Shelly
Lehman, and one son, Harry S., Palmdale;
two grandchildren, Nancy Loraine and Paul
Eugene; also one brother, Clayton Lehman of
Campbelltown and one nephew, Dr. Clarence
Lehman of Bath, Penna.
Funeral services were held Saturday morning, Aug. 16 at 10:00 o'clock in the Brethren
in Christ Church, Palymra, and burial was
made in the Spring Creek Church of the
Brethren cemetery.
Bro. Lehman will be greatly missed in the
home, in the community and in the church
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because of his kind and helpful nature. He
enjoyed church services of any kind and often
went many miles to attend good spiritual
services. His concern was to have others
enjoy these blessings too and often he provided a way for neighbor or friend.
CLOKE—Gerald Walter Cloke was born
April 26, 1935 and died August 24, 1947 at the
age of twelve years three months and twenty
TWELVE DAYS AMONG THE OUTnine days. He leaves to mourn his passing
his parents, Brother Walter and Sister Cora
SCHOOLS
(Steckley) Cloke, two sisters, Rhoda and
Gladys and his aged grandmother Sister Sarah
When—June 20 to July 1, 1947.
Steckley of Gormley, Ont., besides many relaWhere—Among the outschools of the Matives and friends.
Gerald was converted at the early age of cha District.
eight years and united with the Brethren in
Why—To take the gospel of Christ the
Christ Church at Wainfleet. He was a tenderhearted conscientious boy and on several Saviour to those who do not know Him and
occasions during revival meetings and camp to bring encouragement to his followers.
meetings he went to an altar of prayer and
Who—Tickie Simunza the guide and directo make some little wrong right. Now that
God has called him Home we are glad that tor of the camp, a fatherly old man who has
Gerald endeavored to please God during his trekked with the missionaries down through
short earthly life and we have the very com- the years, and who did all possible to make
forting hope that he was ready to met his
the trek a profitable and pleasant one.
Savior.
His death was accidental. He was struck
Munsanje, the son of the late Deacand instantly, killed by a car on the highway onJonah
Mwaalu, a typical seventeen year old
in front of his home.
Funeral services were in charge of Bishop boy bound up with sincerity and spiced with
Edward Gilmore assisted by Elder Romie dry wit, kept the camp lively and interpretSider. Text II Kings 4:26.
ed the gospel story into the vernacular.
His Message
Come to my heavenly garden
Andrea Moono, an aspiring young preachAnd see in perfect bloom
er who recently started off to the city to
The flower you loved so dearly
And thought I had plucked too soon
seek his fortune but returned because he
Then, you will know my reason
felt the call of God to preach, was the driver
Though you know it not to day
of the two-wheeled cart and the camp cook.
Why in his promising manhood
I took your boy away.
Little Johane Munkombwe, who is "all
boy," was lead boy and general errand boy,
added life by his humor and frequent squabFrom a Funeral Sermon
bles with Jonah. (Sometimes they needed
guidence in deciding whose obligation it was
Ira J. Hoover
to perform certain camp jobs.)
Sr. Ginder and Sr. Hunt.
When life here is finished,
June 20, the mission family was all in a
stir to see that the last bit of food was in
A work that's well done;
the food box, all necessities were in the suitThough strength is diminished,
cases, the blanket rolls were all strapped,
Real hope's just began;
the bicycles were all oiled and a dozen and
Though steps may be shorter,
one other things that had to be done. Nine
o'clock found everything in readiness. The
Though breath is cut short,
cart left first with all camp equipment. Then
God's hand our supporter,
Jonah and the missionaries left by cycle for
God's refuge our fort.
Muntanga Outschool, our first camp site. On
the way we met Teacher Frank who was on
God's hand reaches downward,
»
his way home from the mission where he
Our frail hand stretched up;
had attended a triple wedding the previous
He leads us still onward,
day. Soon we left the cart behind. But onward we rode or walked as the hills were
By Him we're caught up.
steep and rough until ten-thirty when we
When life here is finished,
came to the end of our eight-mile journey.
A work that's well done;
When the teacher arrived we went to
Though our strength is diminished,
greet the folk of the nearest village. Upon
All heaven we've won.
returning we found Tickie and the boys with
the cart there and camp set up. Of course
—.
1 <*m i
the fire was built and lunch was soon prepared. The food seemed to have an extra
Only
good flavor.
In the afternoon we »rode out to ChipiJessie Gordon
luka's village for service with fifty-six peoOnly a tiny seed—but it chanced to fall ple. In the evening we had prayers around
the camp-fire with the people of Muntanga
In a little cleft of a city wall,
village. We thank God for the headman and
And, taking root, grew bravely up,
another man who saw their need of a SavTill a tiny blossom crowned its top.
iour and requested prayer.
June 21. Broke up camp and were on our
Only a thought—but the work it wrought way by 9:30. The boys with the cart went
Could never by tongue or pen be taught; on to Halumba School. The rest of us visited
For it ran through a life, like a thread four, villages on the way. At Teacher Shadracks they prepared a delicious chicken and
of gold,
porridge dinner for us.
And the life bore fruit, a
hundredfold.
Only our own camp grouped for evening
prayers as there was a beer drink in the
Only a word—but 'twas spoken in love
nearest village.
With a whispered prayer to the Lord
June 22, Sunday, ninety were present for
above,
services. Assistant Teacher Josea taught the
And the angels in heaven rejoiced once Sunday School lesson.
Bro. Winger, Sr. Lehman and Sr. Lenhert
more,
stopped for the service on their way to SikaFor a new-born soul "entered in by the longa. The new Ford appeared much out of
door."
place in the bush.
—The Watchman-Examiner
After evening prayers Diana stayed for
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help and told us this story: "The man I'm
living with told me I was his first wife but
later I found he had another wife. Since the
day I came to him I have found nothing but
trouble. What shall I d o ? "
We listened to her story as she sat there
with her, child upon her back and we had to
wonder whether Christ would say, "Neither
do I condemn thee: go and sin no more." We
talked and prayed; her burden seemed to
lighten but we knew it had not ended.
June 23, Off again—out across the veldt
to four villages. How glad we were to meet
some fine clean young faces. Yes, superior
young people, boys and girls who have been
to the mission schools. They can almost always be detected, even if one does not. know
them.
We were also happy to be in Ndalopo's
village. Ndalopo is a fine Christian man
and the father of Teacher Josea. He is
building a new village and everybody was
unusually busy, but not too busy to stop for
service.
Two little tykes were stamping maize.
While we were waiting for the the people to
gather I decided it would make a good picture. I walked over and greeted them, but
when I began focusing the camera they
dashed off to shelter as fast as their little
legs could carry them. They thought the
camera was a gun and were taking no
chances with it even in the hands of a missionary. (They don't know my ability with a
gun.)
June 24, Again we took up our: beds and
went. This time eight miles on to Mbole.
Here we found Teacber White waiting to
greet us. Soon he rang the bell and people
began coming from all directions. They
gathered near a big tree for service. They
sat in the sun to keep warm while we sat in
the shade to keep cool. Eighty people listended attentively to the gospel story and i
at the close twelve requested prayer.
Evening came, so did darkness. But lo
and behold! "the only lamp had been broken
in transit. What should we d o ? " Sometimes
misfortune is good fortune turned inside out,
thus it proved to be. We could not read nor
write so we sat around the camp fire with
our African brethren and had a ChitongaEnglish Class. It was mutually beneficial.
June 25, Up early as there was a long,
hard trek ahead, hills and rough paths but
plenty of beautiful scenery. What a beautiful sight was the Munyeke River. It really
had water in it. This meant time out. The
men had drinks and baths while they waited
to help the cart across. Just beyond the village we came to Hakobwe village. This was
one of the most primitive villages of the
trek. There is no school for the children to
attend, no church in which they can worship,
no one to teach them, and no one to give
them guidance. After the service with them,
we had a clinic. Yes, there is sickness and
suffering on every hand, but we must hurry
on.
At two-thirty we arrived at Syabunkulula,
a nice little school compound nestled at the
foot of the hills. Best of all there is a missionary hut. We need not sleep in the big
open school tonight. Believe it or not it has
a reed mat over the doorway, the first pretense of a door between us and the wide
open spaces since we left home.
After getting camp set up and a little
food we walked with Teacher Misheck's wife
to Muzovu village at the crest of the hill.
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What a sight met our eyes! how interesting
to have Chief Muzovu take us to the highest
point right behind the village and look for
miles in every direction. As we saw the villages beyond, we had to think of Christ as
He looked over Jerusalem. We wanted to
cry. Oh, ye people, ye people, how oft would
I have gathered thy children together , . .
and ye would not! Then followed an overwhelming sense of duty, again we heard
the command, "Go in and take the land."
With lingering footsteps we turned away
toward camp. Again by the light of the
moon we trekked up the hill for evening
prayer about the fire with another hundred
people. How good it was to meet some
more of our girls and boys. After prayers
they lingered around to hear all about the
mission and their friends.
June 26, The Lord had gone before—the
chief had called a meeting of all the people for this very day. Early in the morning
they came from far and near, women with
their pots of food on their heads, men with
their spears over their shoulders, children,
teachers, councilors, headmen and all until
ten o'clock when over two hundred peopls
had gathered. Among them were three exteachers, Sockasi, Daniel and Joshua. Why
are they ex-teachers? Satan and the world
called and they heeded.
When they had all gathered, one of the
councilors came over and asked us to give
them a gospel message. How we thanked
God for the opportunity to ask them, "But
Whom say ye that I Am ?" The answer was
left for them. We had to move on to the
next school. A good long trek again and
two services enroute.
When we reached t h e Mabwe Atuba
School we found the boys with the camp set
up and ready to prepare lunch. We were
ready too for it was two o'clock. In the evening we went to the nearest village for
prayers. The group was small but interested. After our trying to make the plan of
salvation as simple as possible the people
lingered on around the fire smoking their
manure-filled pipes and asking questions.
After the headman thought he understood he
ended the talk by saying, "I'll be there,"
meaning heaven.
June 27, On to Mwebo, we visited the villages enroute. In Malimba village we saw
one of the most pathetic cases of suffering
humanity sitting outside the village waiting
to die. Our hearts were filled with compassion as we looked at him. Again we were
reminded that the wages of sin is death.
We reached camp late so there were no
more services until evening. What do you
suppose happened when Teacher Joshua's
little girl woke up in the midst of the service
and left out a war-whoop of, "Bama Mukua," (Mother a white person) as she saw
the missionary. Prayers were a little distracted.
June 28, Teacher Joshua went with us. He
has plenty of "get-up-and-go" so we lost no
time. First we went to two villages to the
south. In the last one a small child had just
died. Even though it was a heathen village
the crowd stopped wailing long enough to
listen to Tickie preach a gospel message
from Rev. 21:4. "God shall wipe away all
tears from their eyes; and there shall be no
sorow, nor crying, neither shall there be
any more pain." Then we were on our way,
there were six more services ahead for the
day. The King's business requires haste.
June 29, Sunday again, but where are the
people? Finally at twelve o'clock Sunday
School began. By the end of the services
there were seventy-nine present. The last
two arrived just in time for the invitation
song. God honoured His Word and seven

young people bowed at an altar of prayer.
June 30, Moved on to the last school,
Nefwe. The cart went direct but we visited
six villages along the way holding six services.
This was the day of unexpected. Imagine
our surprise when sitting in a village out in
the "blue" and looking up and down the
two rows of drab mud huts to suddenly spy
valiantly floating in the breeze on the top
of one of the huts the good old Stars and
Stripes. It made us stand up and stretch to
our full height even though it was on the
pole upside down.
The next unexpected thing happened in
the evening when we were seated in our little grass-roofed hut to hear something that
made us believe we were dreaming. "What
was that?" we both exclaimed. "It sounds
like a motor. No, it couldn't be a car out
here on the veldt, not after dark." Sure
enough it was. "That is the mission Ford."
The first thought was bad news but our evil
fears were soon subsided as we heard the
cheery greetings of the mission family. They
had been to some of the schools beyond and
just stopped to say, "Hello." What a pleasant surprise!
July 1, With mingled feelings we broke up
camp and gave farewell to the children and
the teacher. This was the twelfth and last
day. We turned our faces homeward. Happy? Yes, but challenged to greater work
for our King. Twelve busy days, thirty-five
villages visited and nearly two thousand
people contacted. But what about the other
thousands? They all need your prayers.
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DON'T FORGET TO PRAY!
Ruth T. Hunt.
From the Eureka Hotel
New Orleans, La.
August 29, 1947
It is with full hearts we say farewell to
you—you in the homeland who have made
our furlough so pleasant. We have enjoyed every bit of it. As we visited you in
your various districts, you always gave us
your best. In your homes you gave us your
best food, you used your best linens and
silver ware. We slept in your best beds.
You gave what you could financially for the
cause of Missions.
With all of these kindnesses our hearts
have been humbled—we were not worthy
of your best. It drove us to our knees, it
brought tears to our eyes; it put something
within our hearts to give our best anew to
the Master, our Leader.
We are unable to tell you how much we
have enjoyed our furlough in a spiritual
way. We drank in the rich truths from
the various camp meetings, revival services,
conferences, and assemblies in Heavenly
Places. We delighted in the deep things of
God.
We are now in New Orleans, waiting to
sail in a few hours for Africa. We are
ready to step forth—in His strength. Pray
for us.
Yours for Africa's Lost,
Roy and Esther Mann and Family
Ed. note: Most of you will have previously
read the telegram of the Mann party sailing.
The devil is always ready to shake hands
with the man who does not pray in secret.
The man who wears blue glasses never
finds the sunshine.
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Cedar Grove, Mifflintown, Pa.
August 3, a number of visiting brethren
and sisters from various congregations attended our tent meeting, among them were
Bro. and Sr. Lloyd Buckwalter from Howard, Pa. Bro. Buckwalter brought the
afternoon message to a large number.
August 4, a few of us had the privilege
of visiting the M. C. C. clothing center at
Ephrata. The boxes we had taken with us
seemed a small contribution compared with
the many boxes and bales which were piled
high, ready to be shipped out. May God
richly reward the dear ones who are giving
their time in this worthy cause.
August 13, tent meeting closed. Was
fairly well attended, considering the busy
season. Visible results were not what we
would have desired to see, but we believe
that Bro. Grove is free from the blood of
this people. Messages of warning were
faithfully given and were appreciated by
those who were right with God. May God
bless Bro. Grove by giving him many years
of service for his Master.
August 17, we had as visitors in our services Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Shirk from Kansas. Bro. and Sr. Samuel Engle. have left
for Ore Hill, Blair Co., where they will be
engaged in tent work for several weeks.
New doors have opened for prayer meeting.
August 29, our aged Bro. George Shirk
was laid to rest.
August 31, a new family visited our S. S.
and church services and enjoyed the service. Brethren pray for us.
Ella M. Lauver
Vaughan, Markham, Ont.
Our second D. V. B. S. was held August
18-29. The school last year was held only
one week but really introduced the Vacation
Bible School to this community. This year
the children were eagerly awaiting the
opening day.
Enrollment was 52, average attendance 36,
and the highest day 41.
A very tender spirit prevailed the last
Thursday when the children were invited to
come to the Lord Jesus. Only two refused
to open their hearts to Him. The staff consisted of Bro. P. J. Wiebe, Sr. Jean Brillinger and Srs. Luella and Marjorie Heise.
The closing program was given to an
attentive audience of parents and friends.
Marjorie Heise
Fairland Church, Pennsylvania
Our Daily Vacation Bible School was
sponsored in July. The average attendance
was 157. There were 20 on the teaching
staff. The Adult class was well attended.
Those two weeks were busy ones, but weeks
of blessing. We tried to present as much of
the Word of God as possible. The three new
classrooms in the basement were a great
help in teaching.
There was baptizing on August 10, for all
the applicants of the district. Elmer Books,
Jr. was received into church membership in
the Fairland church. We pray the blessing
of the Lord upon him and would like to see
many more of our young people following
his example.
On August 3, we had an interesting Young
People's Meeting. The growth and development of our church was discussed.
We are planning a missionary conference
which will be held later in the fall.
Faithe Light.
(Continued on page fourteen)
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September 9 , 1947
Dear S u p e r i n t e n d e n t :
" W i l l you h e l p ? "
I t 1 B g r a t i f y i n g t h a t t h e t r e n d I n our S. S . a t t e n d a n c e for
t h e p a s t two y e a r s h a s been upward. I n 1946 our t o t a l a v e r a g e was
9 5 7 6 , a s oompared w i t h 8911 I n 1945, and t h l e 8911 f i g u r e I n 1945
compares w i t h 8404 I n 1 9 4 4 .
Did you n o t i c e how near we a r e a p p r o a c h i n g t h e 10,000 f i g u r e
I n our S . S . a t t e n d a n c e ? D o n ' t you t h i n k I t would be f i n e I f we
c o u l d r e a c h t h a t f i g u r e - r n 1947? T h i s - - l a , I n f a c t , our g o a l , a s
approved by l a s t G e n e r a l C o n f e r e n c e , and we a r e a p p e a l i n g t o every
School t o p u t t h e i r s h o u l d e r s t o the wheel d u r i n g t h e next q u a r t e r ,
I n a g r e a t u n i t e d " e f f o r t t o r e a c h t h e g o a l . " W i l l you h e l p ?
On a e e p a r a t e s h e e t a r e s u g g e s t i o n s . P r e s e n t t h e s e f o r cons i d e r a t i o n of your l o c a l S . S. B o a r d . Study t h e m . Adapt them a s
t h e y a r e p r a c t i c a l I n your c a s e . Uee o t h e r I d e a s of your own.
We b e l i e v e t h a t p o i n t (7) l a one which a p p l i e s t o every S c h o o l .
To r e a c h t h i s g o a l i s not merely to I n c r e a s e numbers. But I t l e a
r e c o g n i t i o n of t h e f a c t t h a t t o s u r v i v e , we must grow; and t h a t
t h e S . S . I s one o f . t h e most e f f e c t i v e avenues for c a r r y i n g out
t h e G r e a t Commission t o "Go
t e a c h " . And B u r e l y we c a n n o t do
work f o r C h r i s t w i t h o u t Hie d i r e c t i o n and empowerment.
The e n o l o s e d P o s t e r p r e s e n t s t h e G o a l , a n d w i l l b e a.meana t o
c h a l l e n g e each member of your S c h o o l . Also t h e e n c l o s e d r e p o r t
g i v e s 1946 s t a t i s t i c s , and t h e c h a r t on t h e back t r a o a s our a v e r age a t t e n d a n c e s i n c e 1 9 2 1 . Two c o p i e s a r e e n c l o s e d , so you can
p o s t both s i d e s t o view.
We would l i k e a b r i e f r e p o r t from y o u r School c o v e r i n g your
s p e c i a l e f f o r t s d u r i n g t h i s coming q u a r t e r . A b l a n k for t h i s p u r poee I s e n c l o s e d . Would you k i n d l y . k e e p t h i s and r e t u r n i t a t
t h e c l o s e of t h e q u a r t e r ? Thank y o u .
" W i l l you h e l p ? " We a r e sure you w i l l , and may God b l e s s
y o u r e f f o r t s t o e x t e n d t h e I n f l u e n c e of your Sunday S c h o o l .
Yours i n C h r i s t i a n

Bervlce,

GENEBAL SUNDAY SCHOOL BOARD,

jRllrf3o-yJLs)

C o p y of t h e L e t t e r

sec'y

Sent t o All S u n d a y School

Superintendents

Teachers Aflame
Will

Howard

Moses turned aside to see a burning bush and he met
God. People living in Jesus' day turned aside to watch a
life burn out and were astonished when they found the
flame, burning brighter than ever. As the spirit of Moses
flamed with the call of God, so those that had followed
Jesus found themselves aflame with a mission and a message. People turned aside to listen to those that were now
burning with a passion—a passion to go into all the world
and preach the gospel. That is the way it is when one contacts God. Teachers aflame are God's approach to the untaught and unsaved boys and girls of our nation.
The task ever before us is the combining of education
and evangelism.
In New Testament days the two were one.
There was just one program, that of presenting the gospel.
There was just one process in its presentation. Today there
is a tendency to carry on the one without the other. Education has been stressed, evangelism forgotten. The records
show the results. One third of the Sunday Schools in
America reported no conversions or confessions of faith
last year.
Methods and programs have been tried but have failed
to bring Christian education and evangelism together. The
secret lies in leadership. If teachers become aflame with

The material appearing on these pages reproduces the
announcement which has been sent to all Superintendents
concerning the goal, approved by last General Conference,
to reach 10,000 in our Average S. S. Attendance in 1947,
and the appeal to all Sunday Schools to join in a special
effort to reach the goah- You should be hearing of plans
from your School leaders soon relative to the participation
of your School. This appeal comes to you individually,
whether scholar, teacher, or officer—"Will you h e l p ? " We
believe you will. We are counting on you. We are confident that with the cooperation of all, and with the help
and blessing of God, this worth-while goal, this milestone
in our Sunday School progress, can be reached!
—C. W. Boyer,

Secy.

evangelistic zeal and have a passion for souls; if the church
school officials and pastors are aflame with the message of
Christ, then the result will naturally be an effective combination of educational evangelism.
This kindling of evangelistic concern in the hearts of
our leadership is the need of the hour. There is no other
way of reaching those displaced people living about us
that dropped out of church services during the war and
have not yet been brought back. Their children are growing up in spiritual illiteracy and it is the church's responsibility to reach them for Christ. It's a New Testament challenge.
To set our leaders aflame we need to replace their vague
ideas of the unreached with definite lists of specific people
who are their sole responsibility. Surveys or religious census will provide such lists of names. Give two people a
Home Mission territory all their own and let them go out
as the Master sent the Seventy.
Attention must be focused upon the claims of those ignorant of the message of Christ. The gospel must be given
in the same measure as it has been received. Those that
have been taught are now commanded by Christ to teach.
The teacher is also a witness. The two are inseparable.
It is thus impossible to teach without having a personal
religious experience to back up the testimony. Deepen and
bring to life that experience in your teachers and you will
set them aflame for Jesus Christ.—S. S. Digest.

(Continued from

opposite page)

We recognize that except the Lord build the house, they
labor in vain that build it. The purpose of our efforts to
extend the influence of the S. S. is not merely to gain numbers; but it grows from our realization that unless we grow,
we will die; and from the realization that Jesus' Great
Commission to "Go . . . Teach" is an inescapable responsibility of the Sunday School. Begin, then, this effort with a
special season of prayer and rededication on the part of
your teachers and officers, in order that the work may be
carried on, not in human strength alone, but in the strength'
of Christ, and under His divine blessing and approval.

by

the
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V I S I T O R

How Can We Do It?

Schools
Board

Suggestions for Reaching the Goal of 10,000
in Average S. S. Attendance for 1947
1. START A N E W S. S.

The growth of our S. S. work through the years has been
due in considerable measure to the opening of new Schools.
Perhaps there is a community near you where a new S. S.
is needed, and which presents a challenge and opportunity
to you. If so, give this need careful consideration, and
seek to know what God would have you do.

OUR

GOAL/

10.000
AVERAGE
ATT EN DANCE
in our

2. VISIT YOUR COMMUNITY.

Perhaps you will wish to canvass each home in your community to ascertain those who do not attend S. S. Or you
may wish to center your interest in homes which you already know are not S. S. attendants. Provide a definite
plan of visitation of such homes. Plan so that each member of the family will be contacted by a representative from
the class to which he would belong. Don't stop with just
one call. It may take time to create interest and to develop
a bond of friendship. We should do more visiting in the
interests of our S. S. work. Such homes should also be
put on your mailing list to receive special announcements
from time to time.

Sunday Schools
for

1947

3. PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION.

If there are those who are prevented from S. S. attendance through lack of transportation, make every effort possible to meet this need. "Where there is a will, there is a
way."
4. PLAN A SPECIAL DAY TO STIMULATE S. S. INTEREST
AND ATTENDANCE.

Maybe you will want to call this "Rally day." ("To
rally" means, "to revive," "to be aroused to vigorous action," "to recover strength.") Or you may wish to call it
"Home-coming Sunday" or "Go-To-Sunday-School Sunday." For this special Sunday for revival of S. S. interest,
we suggest the first or second Sunday of October. Plan
special features for this Sunday: A different and more effective Worship Service; special singing; a special speaker;
expression opportunities for the children, etc. Set an attendance goal for that Sunday. Precede this Sunday by
the special visitation work, mailing announcements, etc., as
mentioned under (2) above. Make this a day to really
"rally" and "revive" the interest and attendance of your
School.
5. PLAN FOR A SUSTAINED E F F O R T .

From this special Sunday, plan to continue the interest
and attendance at a higher level. Stress the importance of
regularity of attendance. Give some recognition or award
to those who have a perfect attendance record the remainder
of the year. Follow up absentees closly. Continue your
solicitation of families in the community who do not attend
S. S. Prepare an attendance chart which will visualize this
year's attendance with last Sunday by Sunday. Try to keep
above last year! Perhaps some form of contest within the
School, with suitable awards for achievement, would pro-
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vide a wholesome enthusiasm and would be a stimulus to
greater effort.
6. EXAMINE YOUR OVER-ALL S. S. PROGRAM.

Are you in a " r u t ? " Is there variety in your opening
period, and does this provide a time of real worship? Are
your teachers consecrated, and full of love and zeal for
their work? Are your classes divided as efficiently as possible? How about your facilities? Would there be some
practical way to provide more separate class rooms? Do
your teachers have adequate teaching aids—black boards,
maps, flannelgraphs, etc? Is your session dry and routine,
or is it pulsating with life and interest, so that folks will
enjoy to come, and that visitors will want to come back?
Can you make your Sunday School a more efficient school?
Remember, someone has asked the question, "When is a
school not a school?" and the answer was, "When it's a
Sunday School."
7. SPIRITUAL PREPARATION.

Recently the statement was made that today in Christian
work, we have too many containers, and too little content.
(Continued at foot of page twelve)
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In The Homeland
Palmyra, Pa.
Many of our congregation enjoyed blessings at the Roxbury Camp Meeting.
At least fifteen of our young people attended the Youth Conference at Grantham,
Penna. Impressions made in early youth
will ever linger to be heeded, if the heart is
yielded to God's will.
One of the little boys of our Sunday
School, Harold Gish, was quite seriously
burned some time ago. He had to return to
the hospital because of a very weakened condition. Will you help pray for his healing
and for contentment on his part—he is often
homesick and the days are so long?
Sunday evening, Aug. 24th, the Christian
Workers' Society participated in a quizz relating to the Brethren in Christ Church and
its various activities. Following this service Bro. Simon Bohen brought us a very
helpful and instructive sermon on Prayer.
Aug. 31st, in the morning service, the annual Harvest Meeting was held. Bro. Edgar
Keefer was with us for that service.
The summer is ended—has my summer
have counted for God?

V I S I T O R
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Red Star Church, Leedey, Oklahoma.
Surely the Lord has been good to us. Once
again He has taken the results of adversity
and used it to speak to souls thereby bringing untold benefit out of what seemed had
circumstances.
We recently had the privilege of laboring
with Eld. Charles Rife of Fayetteville, Pa.,
in a tent campaign seven miles west of our
church. The messages were rich and interesting. Large crowds attended. Visible results totaled 37 souls giving a testimony of
saving grace.
On Sunday afternoon, Aug. 30, the pastor
received four souls into church fellowship
and baptized them in an impressive service
in the afternoon. These.are all young folks
of school age. Let us pray that the potential
talent of these lives may be consecrated and
channeled in the path of obedience and blessing.
Sylvia Smee.

The Markham ministers were all attending Ontario Joint Council over Labor Day
week-end. In the Sunday morning service
Re'v. Archie Doner, a retired minister of
Gormley brought an inspiring message from
Genesis 9:13, "The Bow and the Cloud." In
the evening Bro. Earl Bossert of Buffalo,
N. Y. spoke on "Lessons from the Life of
Jacob."
Jean M. Brillinger

E V A N G E L I C A L

Souderton-Silverdale, Pennsylvania
On July 7th our two week evening Bible
School opened at Souderton with an enrollment of 90. During the two week period the
children studied the Bible, memorizing parts
of it; while also making interesting projects.
The offering which the children brought
nightly was sent to our Foreign Mission
Treasury for that new hospital which is to
be built in India. The money received totaled about $53.00.
The annual Harvest Meeting was held
Saturday afternoon at the Silverdale Church
on August 23. We were happy to have two
visiting bishops with us, namely: Jacob
Bowers and Luke Keefer. Bishop Keefer
brought the afternoon message and used as
his text Rev. 7:12. He brought to our attention God's goodness to us during the past
Season and how thankful we should be for
all His blessings. A Saturday evening service was also held when the saints of God
gathered together again to enjoy Christian
fellowship and hear another challenging
message about God's leadings in our individual lives.
A few of our young people are again leaving the "home group" as they depart for
boarding schools and colleges. May they
constantly seek God's guidance as they train
for their future life's work.
Elizabeth Rosenberger.

Allisonia, Va.
Carrol and Pulaski Co., Virginia.
The Sylvatus meeting closed the tenth of
August with growing interest. Throughout
the meeting forty-five hands have been
raised for prayer. Fourteen of these prayed
through at an altar of prayer. Pray for that
number who have been heavily under'conviction but have left this meeting pass by without accepting Christ. Bro. Jennings has
been bringing a truck load of Sylvatus people .to the. tent meeting which is in progress
at Farris Mines, a distance' of six. miles.
Sunday, August 24, was a red letter day
in our work here. After Bish. C. N. Hostetter, chairman of the Home Mission Board,
who was with us for several days, gave a
simple but thorough message on baptism,
thirteen came forward in response to the invitation, and gave their testimony of saving
grace. As eleven converts went into the
stream for baptism, a crowd of people with
mixed feelings looked on. Four of these
were taken into church fellowship earlier in
the tent service. The same night a large
number of people came forward to extend
their greetings.
Markham, Ont.
On Wednesday evening July 23, Sr. Erma
Pray for those who are meeting stiff opposition for having accepted the Lord. Also Hare gave a missionary talk here. Our
pray for a permanent place of worship in prayers follow Sr. Hare as she leaves for
Sylvatus, and for our problem of living India, the field of service to which the Lord
quarters.
is calling her.
Bro. and Sr. Walter Lehman of Carlisle,
We definitely count on the prayer groups
Penna. visited with us on August 3, and Bro.
of the church.
Lehman preached both morning and evening.
Paul L. Wolgemuth.
The morning message "A Still Small Voice"
Fairview, Englewood, Ohio
On Sunday August 10, Sr. Maggie Sol- was made very effective by Sn. Lehman's
lenbarger from San Francisco, California, singing softly "Hark the voice of Jesus
Sr. Mildred Sollenbarger and Bro. & Sr. calling."
Walter Strife from Greencastle, Pa. visitThe M. C. C. project of Christmas Bundles
ed us in our morning and evening services. for Europe was participated in by several
On Sundays, August 17 and 24 our serv- S, S. classes and members of the Sisters'
ices were dismissed and we attended camp Sewing Circle. Twelve of these bundles
meeting at the Memorial Holiness Camp were sent in August to the M. C. C. office in
near West Milton, Ohio. This has been a Kitchener. We trust they may bring warmth and cheer to needy children across the
great blessing to all of us.
sea.
Sunday August 31, Eld. T. C. Engle of
A large audience enjoyed the service of
our district was in charge of our services
because of the absence of our pastor, Eld. testimony and song given by the GranthamO. U. Herr, who is spending some time airres Quartet and Prof. Albert Brechbill
from Messiah Bible College on Sunday
away because of hay fever.
May the Lord see fit to touch his body morning, August 24. May the Lord's blessing attend them as they continue to sing
with his healing touch.
for their Master.
Dorothy Kniesly

North Star, Saskatchewan
The month of August has been full of
things both new and old. The tent meetings
in Pine Vally ended on the night of the
third, and the tent was then moved to Howard Creek and pitched a mile and a half
west,, of the mission home.
It might be interesting to know how we
made it almost impossible for anyone to
have a valid excuse for not attending the
meetings. The location of the tent made it
possible for us to take the car' with our
large trailer and so we traveled around a
large block in which most of the people liveed and picked them up along the road as we
went along. Two different times we had an
unusually large crowd; 47 were on the trailer besides six or seven in the car. On Sunday evenings the writer also made a trip
over to Pine Valley and brought several
over to the tent; thus the attendance was
increased still more. On the way home the
folk in the trailer would sing choruses or
hymns, and it was encouraging to us to see
how the people responded to the efforts made
to help them attend the meetings. Since
the meetings have ended some have said
they miss the tent meetings, and others have
given us money to "help pay for the gasoline." The average attendance throughout
the week was thirty five. The Sunday night
meetings drew around one hundred the first
week, and a hundred and thirty the second
week. The last night of the meetings saw
a very good attendance; close to eighty being present. This is a good turnout for this
country, and the best for several years.
The most important .thing about the meetings is the number who decided for Christ.
During this series twelve bowed at the altar
of prayer and found help. Four, one a
mother, and three young women from the
Pine Valley area were saved, and as we
mention this our souls are made glad to
know that God still saves. Bro. Eli Hostetler Jr. from Ohio was our evangelist for
the Howard Creek meetings, also finishing
the one at Pine Valley, and our young brother spared not his strength in the pulpit. His
messages were enjoyed by those who listened. May God bless him', and we hope
others will have the privilege of using his
services in the evangelistic field.
Over the week-end of the fifteenth a carload from Delisle, and the Baker family
from Kindersley were with us for the annual love feast. Rain hindered somewhat,
but those who were present enioyed the
presence of God. Sunday morning Bro. Cook
brought the message, and soon after he began speaking conviction fell upon the unsaved in a manner we never witnessed in a
morning service. A few raised their hands
for prayer, but no one made a more definite
move. Since the meetings have closed conviction still is upon some. We especially
mention a father and mother who are in a
backslidden state and have on several occasions asked for prayer.
While the meetings were in progress we
appreciated the heln of Miss Tress McCalmon from Melba in helping with the children
nd taking the major share of the house-
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beautiful place of worship God has given
us, we only wished we could accommodate
more people—that our church might have
been bigger. Bro. Thomas, in seven minutes,
brought home to the hearts of the parents a
message they shall never forget.
During the last week of the Bible School
we were privileged to have Bro. Erwin
Thomas with us from the Publishing House
at Nappanee, Indiana. He was our guest
Rust Church, Hillman, Michigan
speaker both afternoons and evenings. His
We would like to give a report of the Va- messages seemed to impress the minds and
cation Bible School and Evangelistic serv- hearts of both the young and the older ones.
ices held in our community between August
Sr. Thomas came along with her husband
17 and 31. The school was held in the and we enjoyed to have her with us. She
church each forenoon, Monday to Friday.
also played a great part in helping with
Our teachers were Bro. and Sr, Floyd Ab- the little children.
bie, Sr. George Carlson, Alta Downey, DorDuring the last week of the Bible School
othy Butler, and Rosella and Beulah Lyons.
Sr. Elizabeth Kraybill, who has recently we served meals from the kitchen in the
come with us from the Harrisburg Home basement of the church. We do it each year.
Last year we served breakfasts as well as
•served as our superintendent.
dinner and supper. This year; we gave only
We want to say a word about how we dinner and supper, but in all we served 612
brought the children in. We felt the need meals. It was much work. But we appreciate
of a bus and so we bought a truck and built how nobly the community stood by us, both
a bus body on it. With this and the bus Christian and non-Christian folk.
owned by the Baptist minister of the comThe expense of the Bible School we bemunity we went out and gathered the young lieve was nobly met by the gifts of the chilfolks in. One bus went one way. The other dren and the donations that were handed in
went the other. Neighbors used cars and during the meeting. I'm sure that God will
together we brought in some that we had always care for His work.
never reached before.
On the closing Saturday and Sunday we
Our attendance this year in the Bible had our Fall love feast. Our beloved Bishop
school was not quite so high as last year. Schneider was with us. It was one of the
Last year we had an average of 80. This greatest love feasts we've ever had. Some
year we had seventy-six and a little over. remarked that God was never so precious to
There is a reason for this. There are sev- them as He was in this service. Many were
eral families of the community who have made to weep and rejoice that God was so
moved away and people have moved in who near.
have no children. But we reached some famOn the last Sunday of our campaign, 1
ilies whom we've never reached before.
Bro. Floyd Abbie, our deacon and a teach- went out into a new section to gather some
er in the local high school, taught the boys children to bring them to Sunday School.
shop. We have a little shop where I work One little boy hadn't had his breakfast; he
along side the church, and I turned the shou wasn't out of bed. His mother said "he'll
over to them and their teacher. What won- cry, if he learns to know you were here and
derful things they made. And during the he didn't get to go." And she called him,
teaching, Bro. Abbie would tell them: "Boys, and I said, "he'll have to have some breakwe must be particular with our work, Jesus fast." "Oh, no," he said, "if I can get to
was particular with His." And thus he tried Sunday School that's about all the feed I'll
to bring to the minds of the boys the im- need. I can stand it well. I don't want to
portance of our labors, and that we must do miss Sunday School." Doesn't it make our
a good job, if we want Christ to be pleased hearts feel that we need to pray that God
will help us.
with our lives and our work.
On the closing Sunday night of the meetThe girls were taught other things and
the work that they accomplished, hand- ing we had a manifestation of the power of
books, scrapbook. work and mottos, was God with a number at the altar. We saw
also how the adversary of souls has power.
really fine.
I don't want to fail to mention that one While some were seeking God, a mother
little boy wanted to have a good motto on went to the altar and told her daughter she
his plaque, and he came to me and said, must leave and go home. And against the
"Bro. Vanderveer, give me just a few words girl's protests she took her home. It surely
to make a motto for my plaque." And we stirred the hearts of all who saw it, and
tried to help him. Thus he got these words much prayer was offered. Conviction took
"The Work is Great." And I think that will hold of many. The house was full, and folk
be outstanding as long as I live to have one were standing to the door. Many stood hesiboy to feel that the work is great. Surely tating and then went out without God. Let
let us feel that we have done great things us pray for them.
when we can impress the minds of boys and
We were privileged to have with us some
girls that God's work is a great work.
visiting folk. Bishop Henry P. Heisey and
We had a decision day on the second Fri- family from Ohio. Sr. Heisey brought a
day of the Bible School. There were a num- message to the children on Sunday morning
ber of children who came to the altar. And and two of the children gave a reading. Bro.
while we were dealing with the little ones and Sr. Paul Hill of Nappanee, Indiana. We
at the altar, one little girl with whom I was surely appreciated his service as song leaddealing looked up into my face and said, "I er. Bro. and Sr. Dale Ulery, Springfield,
believe my mamma's forgot God. I wonder Ohio were with us also. They make us rehow I can tell her that she needs to help me joice year after year as they come to their
to pray." This little girl was not yet eleven cottage near here. We appreciate the halyears old. So we felt by her and'others that lowed presence of God's Spirit they bring
with them. We surely need them here. We
our efforts were worthwhile.
The evening of the closing day we had a also had friends from all parts of the state,
program to demonstrate to the parents what from practically every church in the Michithe children had done. The church was gan brotherhood.
packed. And as much as we appreciated the
There is a great work yet to be done for
work.
Rain has broken the drouth, but gardens
yielded nothing, and feed is scarce. We were
fortunate in receiving a good price for two
young cattle sold at,the beginning of August.
We are glad to be working for the Master
in the North.
Earl Brechbill.
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the Master. In seeing the great need, we've
always felt that when a church is at its best
then only can it serve the people most faithfully.
,When we built the church we felt that if
God would want us to have a church we
would need do no soliciting for it. And that
is the way our church was built. But in the
securing of our bus, we've had to go in debt,
and we trust it will be paid off more rapidly
thaji we think. Some people who have cabins in the community, when they heard about
our project, sent us in some gifts, feeling
that they would like to help the children of
the community. God may yet impress other
hearts to help us in this project, and as the
means come in we can pay off this little debt
we have made.
We've found something here at Rust that
we've never had in any other community
wh«re we've worked. Other churches, especially the Free Methodists and the Methodists, have stood so nobly by us, and have
sent their children to our Bible School with
such confidence that we would teach their
children the way of life. We feel this is
something to rejoice over.
I'm glad that God called me here. I
wouldn't want to exchange this place of
service for any other place in the brotherhood that I've ever visited. The reason is
that God has called us here in the "North
Woods" as some people call it. We have the
most beautiful place on God's green earth.
I wouldn't trade it for California, because I
wouldn't be sure God would want me in
California.
We've spent some years here crippling
along because of the lack of help and teachers. But God so wonderfully moved upon the
hearts of our daughter and her husband,
George Carlson, from Flint to move here and
help us. Their coming has been a blessing
to the place.
Also a few weeks ago, Sr. Elizabeth Kraybill from the Harrisburg Home came with
us to help us.
And we're appreciating the fact that God
is putting into the hearts of friends a feeling that this work is important. With all
that's to be done, we need the prayers of the
church. We need folk who are interested
enough to pray that God will help us in this
great work.
Joe Vanderveer.
Graterford, Pennsylvania
During the spring and summer of 1947
it seemed these were such busy days, but
surely we can say "the Lord was with us."
We very keenly felt the loss of our beloved
Bishop Bowers. He was so faithful in filling his place as the father of our flock and
admonishing us in the ways of the Lord.
Now the responsibility rests on our young
Bishop Bowers and us younger people.
We had our first Vacation Bible School
this summer for two weeks. It was held in
the evenings and teachers and children had
enjoyable times together. Our church is
located in the country, so we had different
ones of our members to bring the children
and take them home. The service of those
who hauled the children was greatly appreciated.
Our attendance averaged 62 with children
from the ages of 3 to 12. One evening we
had 69 pupils. We were pleased with the
work they did and how they came so faithfully every evening. Most of these children
were from sister denominations and the
parents were much interested in the work
we were doing. Nearly all the parents were
present the last evening when the children
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gave a program and showed the work they
had done. We as teachers and officers of
our Sunday School are much encouraged in
this undertaking and know the Lord has
had His hand in it.
Mildred Buckwalter
Roxbury Camp Meeting
Our hearts are filled with gratitude and
praise to our Heavenly Father for the wonderful way in which God manifested His
presence in the Camp Meeting this year at
Roxbury. The new tabernacle was dedicated
on Sunday afternoon August 3. It was
filled to capacity with many folks standing
both inside and outside. In this report we
especially want to express our thanks to
the prayer warriors who carried a real burden for the camp meeting and for souls.
May God bless them as they continue to
pray.
A number of our former workers and
ministers were present for the Dedication
service. In addition to the services of some
of these workers, Bishop Luke Keefer served
as Bible Teacher throughout the camp and
Eld. Marshall Winger as evangelist.
Many souls sought God at the altar of
prayer; some to be saved, others to be sanctified, and still others to be healed. On Friday afternoon a great anointing service
followed the afternoon session. The spirit
of Love, unity, and cooperation prevailed
throughout the camp. Many children were
in attendance and some carried real burdens
of prayer; others were saved for which we
are thankful. God mightly helped His servants in the declaration of old-fashioned
truths that makes free the soul. May God
continue to give us men who are not afraid
to 'cry out against sin and lift up a standard
for the people.
Besides the regular speakers, we were
much pleased to have the aged warrior,
B i s h. Lafayette Shoalts in attendance
throughout the camp. We wish to express
our gratitude to all who helped in any way,
even to the giving of financial support. Will
you help us pray that this camp may continue to be a place where sinners get saved,
believers sanctified, and the saints edified.
A. C, Zook
Memorial Holiness Camp Meeting
The 'Fourth Annual Camp Meeting at the
Memorial Holiness Camp near West Milton,
Ohio, was held August 16-24, 1947. It was
a season of blessed fellowship and inspiration under the ministry of Eld. Henry A.
Ginder of Manheim, Pa. as evangelist, and
Eld. J. N. Hostetter of Clarence Center. N.
Y. as Bible Teacher. Brother and Sister
Irvin Kanode from Kentucky supervised
the children's activities and the Henderson
sisters from Gormley, Ontario, brought us
manv uplifting messages in song. Bro.
William Engle had charge of the singing,
and visitors from Kentucky, as well as local individuals were used a number of times.
An outstanding feature of this camn
meeting was the dedication of the spacious
new tabernacle on the first Sunday afternoon. After, a splendid offering, which more
than covered the remaining indebtedness,
Bishop Charlie Byers of Chambersbure'. Pa.
preached the dedicatory sermon. Bishop
Wilber Snider conducted the formal dedication and Bishop W. H. Boyer led in the
dedicatory prayer.
The speakers in both the day and evening
services brought us clear messages on Biblical and practical holiness and kindred
themes. Conviction was brought to many
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hearts and souls prayed through for salvation, renewal or sanctification in many
of the services. Praise services were frequent and fervent, and shouts of victory
were heard.
Missionary Day was outstanding with
about 25 missionaries present and over
$3000.00 raised for Home and Foreign Missions. We enjoyed so much hearing of the
zeal and advancement indicated in our various mission fields. Eld. Charles Engle and
Eld. Elwood Hershey gave us challenging
messages on other days of the camp as well,
also Bro. James Bucher of the Mennonite
Church in Portland, Oregon, who is labor. ing as a missionary to the Jewish people.
The Memorial Session fittingly renewed
our memories of those who were instrumental in laying the foundation of our faith,
and in bringing it down to us. The practical features of Young People's Day were
well executed and the song service by the
Tri-county Chorus was an inspiration to all.
In looking forward to camp expansion
and improvements, Brothen and Sister H.
W. Hoke nobly gave another five acres or
more, to the camp ground, and the last
Sunday afternoon audience gave a most
worthy offering for; further improvements.
A number of brethren and sisters have
erected additional permanent cabins on the
grounds this past year.
Prayer periods throughout the camp proved a real blessing. May the worthy objectives as set forth in our Constitution under;
which we operate, always be pursued with
deep spirituality and humility, as these
camp sessions are carried on while we wait
for Christ's return, We look forward to
entertaining General Conference at Memorial Holiness Camp in June, 1948 if Jesus
tarries His coming.
O. U. Herr
The Root of the
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Relief & Service News
Report from Hungary
- "The estimates for the coming winter are
generally dismal. Supplies of food are
shorter than were at first expected. It looks
as though there will be room for all the food
that will be available. Other relief agencies
are also reporting that they are concerned
about the situation, especially in regard to
the children."—Howard Blosser.
Clothing Center Personnel
Margaret Martin, of Ephrata, Penna., has
assumed the work of supervising the packing of relief clothing, shoes, etc., at the MCC
Clothing Center, Ephrata, Pa. She succeeds
Esther Mellinger Baer, who for the past
se'seral years has directed this work.
The Ephrata Center is the largest of the
MCC clothing centers. During the first seven
months of this year over 10 tons of clothes
have been processed at this Center for the
needy in various parts of the world.
To Meet with Sewing Circle Groups
Viola Wenger and Elma Esau have been
appointed to meet with Sewing Circle groups
in several Mennonite communities during
the month of September, in order to give information on Relief clothing needs.
Sister Wenger, of the MCC Material Aid
Staff, will contact groups in Michigan, Eastern Canada, Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois;
while Sister Esau, formerly a relief worker
in Europe and now of Whitewater, Kansas,
will include Missouri, Nebraska, the Dakotas, Kansas, Colorado and Oklahoma in
her itinerary. It is hoped that these contacts
will proce helpful to these sewing circle
groups who desire to help in the relief effort.

The Man Consented

Trouble

"With the neglect of religion there has
been a complete breakdown in morals,
not only ih individuals, but also in nations."—C. Adler.
Time to Call a Halt
In 1946 Americans spent the all time high
of $8,700,000,000 on whiskey, beer and wine
—an average of $89 for each person over
18 years of age. This was an increase of
$920,000,000 over the previous record of
1945. This represented "231,000,000 gallons
of distilled spirits plus 140,000,000 gallons
of wine.
Dr. E. M. Fellinek of Yale University estimates there were 58,250,000 alcohol consumers in the United States, an increase of
13,350,000 since 1940. He also estimates
that there are 750,000 chronic alcholics. Is
your son or daughter to be one of them ?
Code for Happy Marriage
Mrs. Rev. Leland Cook, recent winner of the
Annual Los Angeles construction industries
exhibit to find the happiest married couple,
gave the following recipe for happy wedded
life.
"Be Christian; have adoration, faith, respect, companionship and cooperation; avoid
nagging, fault finding, dictating and pettiness; recognize individuality and "give each
person the right to his own opinions and
methods, his own likes and dislikes; don't
force your personality on others; maintain
a sense of humor, show gratitude, loyalty,
courtesy, and keep marriage sacred."
;The Christian Herald

Mr. Robert Aitken, bookseller in Philadelphia, was the first person who printed
a Bible in that city. He was a Scotch
Seceder, and an eminently pious man.
While he kept a bookstore, a person called
on him and inquired if he had Paine's Age
of Reason for sale. He told him he had
not, but having entered into conversation
with him and found he was an infidel, he
told him he had a better book than Paine's
Age of Reason, which he usually sold for
a dollar, but would lend it to him if he
promised to read it, and if, after he had
actually read it, he did not think it worth
a dollar, he would take it back again.
The man consented, and Mr. Aitken put
a Bible into his hands. He smiled when
he found what Book he had engaged to
read; but he said he would perform his
engagement. He did so, and when he had
finished the perusal he came back to Mr.
Aitken, and expressed the deepest gratitude
for his recommendation of the Book, saying it had made him what he was not before—a happy man; for he had found in it
a Saviour, and the way of salvation. Mr.
Aitken rejoiced in the event, and had the
satisfaction of knowing that this reader of
the Bible, from that day to the end of his
life, lived the life of a consistent Christian,
and died with a hope full of immortality.
—Armor of

Light

